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THIS IS VICTORY YEAR
ISSUED
TUESDAY
AND

FRIDAY

The

pany” of Kittery, in which there
were nine other "Emerys,” includ
ing his son “Daniel the Ensign.”
Recalled In Marion Spring There were members of the Emery
family in every engagement from
er’s Highly Interesting
"Lexington
to Yorktown." When
Letter ,
the Revolutionary War ended. Mass
•'The more that settled on Timber Hill, achusetts gave Daniel Emery a
Made 'Old Post' the poorer still!"
grant if land in the "W'.lds of
M
The early history of a Maine.” George Emery, ninth of
community is lacking in the 12 children of "Daniel the En
those details so interest sign," was born about 1763. too late
ing to individual fami to take part in the conflict. He it
lies. Someone has said, "A happy was who went to the “Wilds o’
people has no history.” Our picneer Maine” to settle on the family
ancestors were too busy to be un grant. Eaton tells us that George
happy, so there is very little extant first went to Harpswell where he
about the early settlement of this married Sarah Dean. In 1790 he.
region.
his wife and probably three chil
Like most natives of Massachu dren appeared in South Thomas
setts, I had supposed that all land ton, now Owl’s Head, where they
in northern New England, beyond a settled on Timber Hill How inter
radius of 100 miles from Boston, was esting it would be to know more of
not settled until after the Revolu | the daaly life of these early settlers.
tion War. Then to Induce people Here George and Sarah raised a
-to spread out over the territory that family of 12-children. There were—
V we had wrested from Gecrge the “John” and "Jonas"
Third, Massachusetts and New And “Dennis’ and "Daniel”
Hampshire paid our soldiers with And "Sarah” and “Lois”
grants of land in that section,—un And "George” and “Nathkniel"
settled and deserted because of In There were "William'' and "Mary”
dians and war. While this is true And "Lucy” and all
on the whole, there were white peo And the very last one
ple living in those unsettled por They called "Ephraim Hall”
These children were married into
tions of New England.
These
the
local families of that period.—
patriotic pioneers suffered great
"Pillsbury"
and "Lowell”
privation during the conflict with
and
"Witcher
” and “Post”
the mother country. In the "Jour
“
Maddocks"
and
“Pruden”
nal of the New Hampshire Commit
Three
“
Slfepers,
”
a host!
tee of Safety" is the entry:
"Saturday, July 20. 1782, gave a "Turnbull" and "Keller”
permit to the Schooner Simeon "Graves" and "Pratt”
ujsaac ’Arey master to export a “Crie-Bartlett’ and still
• quantity of corn, not exceeding 30 Unmarried died .Nat."
The Post family .was a desirable
bushels and some small articles from
one
with which to ally oneself, for
the Port of Piscataqua to Thom“Father Post” gave a slice of his
asten.”
Here is a splendid chance for one ’farm to each of his children when
interested in the first families of they married. This was the inspira
Thomaston, to exercise his imagina tion of the two lines of the "Timber
tion. When the proud Cornwallis Hill Poem" exhumed by a member
surrendered, with his whole army, of the present day Post family.
to the illustrious Washington at '!‘The more that settled on Timber
Hill,
Yorktown, Oct. 19, 1781. there was
a well established community at Made Old Post” the poorer still.”
Two of George Emery’s children
Thomaston.
After the new government was married into the Post family. Jchn
organized, the Colonies did pay their married Hannah Post and Lucy
soldiers with grants of unsettled married Jonathan Post. By what
land. Emery family tradition, au ever means these first families ob
thenticated by Revolutionary records tained their homesteads, thej- were
IF tells us that Daniel Emery was at adept at keeping them, for descend
Dorchester Heights in August. ’76. ants of these early families are still
He was a private in Captain Samuel to be found "hereaDout.” What his
Leighton’s Company. Colonel Eben- torians omit in their accounts, is
ezer Francis’ regiment
often used to good advantage by
Daniel Emery was the oldest son "local wits.”* If we could locate
cf "Noah of Kitery,” so-called to more of this "Timber Hill Poem”
distinguish him from his famous we could fill in some of the gaps in
second son. "Noah of Exeter." the account of those happy people
"Noah of Kittdry” was a militaiy of Owl’s Head, who had no history.
Marion MacG. Springer.
man of much local consequence, be
ing Captain of the “upper foot com
Rose Hill Farm.

Timber Hill History
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PREMIERE
AT THE

STRAND Theatre
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2ND

4

PREMIERE SHOWING

’MADAME CURIE’
GREER GARSON, WALTER PIDGEON

4

ADMISSION TICKETS AVAILABLE BY PURCHASE
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OF WAR BONDS AT THE STRAND AND
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PARK THEATRES ONLY
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required.

Cover dwelling

building

or

con

(Minimum premium reduced

to $10 for $2,000 insurance if you are willing

Knox County’s greatest war loan
drive opens today with its quota set
at $1550 000, and its deadline for
completion Feb. 15.
For purposes of the campaign the
county Is divided into three dis
tricts: Camden area, Charles C
Wood, chairman, including Camden,
Aiopleton Rockport and Hope.
Thomaston. Frank D Elliot, chair
man. including Thomaston. Cush
ing, Friendship St George and War
ren. And the Rockland district,
Edward J. Hellier chairman, includ
ing Rockland, Isle au Haut, North
Haven, Vinalhaven, Owl’s Head, I
Matinicus, and Washington.
To raise this sum in bond sales
will require the active participation
of every family and to that end!
workers will call at every home and
business establishment during the
campaign period. Nobody will be
urged to buy but all will be invited
and the story of the fine invest
ment and patriotic value of bond
buying told in detail. These vol
unteer salesmen, all serving without
pay, will accept no money and de
liver no bonds. They will accept
pledge cards and deliver them to
the issuing agencies such as Banks,

Loan & Building Association, etc.
Chairman Hellier of the Rockland
committee has appointed these men
to assist and promote the sale of
the Fourth War Loan Bonds to the
corporations, business men and
others in this city: Joseph W. Rob
inson, Joseph Emery, Herbert C.
Newbegin, Lendon C. Jackson, Jr..
I. Lawton Bray. Ralph L. Wiggin.
Lawrence Miller, H. Ernest Keywood. Charles A. Rose. Jr.. Edwin L.
Brown. Harold P. Blodgett Horatio
C. Cowan, Lawrence J. Dandeneau,
James Connellan, William H. Ro
manoff, John M. Pomeroy. Jerome
C. Burrows Lincoln E. McRae. Ed
win L. Scarlott, Elmer C. Davis.
John M. Richardson.
The women’s division, under the
direction of Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan
as county chairman, and Mrs. San
ford W. Delano as city chairman,
will have a committee of over 100
workers, who will make a house to
hous6e canvass, serving under these
ward chairmen: 1, Mrs. Nettie Bird
Frost: 2, Mrs. W. H. Anderson; 3,
Mrs William H. Ellingwood; 4. Miss
Anne Carini; 5. Mrs. C. E. Merritt:
6. Mrs. Maurice F. Ginn; , Mrs. Jalo
Banta.

With Same Officers

Three Leave Prison

To Men In Service
At a recent meeting of the nomi
nating committee of the Knox
County Fish add Game Association
it was voted to Continue through the
year of 1944 with the same staff of
officers, board of directors and ad
visory board as in 1943.
It is the policy of this organnzation to send to each member now in
the service of his country a member
ship card for 1944. Relatives and
friends of these men are urged to
forward their address to the secre
tary in order that this may be done.
Following is a list of officers of the
association:
President—A. M. Young, Rock
land.
First' Vice President—Carl Grif
fith, Rockland.
Second Vice President—A .Victor
Elmore, Camden.
Honorary Vice Presidents—Charles
A. E. Codman, Philadelphia; and
Edwin Kalloch, Warren.
Treasurer—Donald G. Crie. Rock
land.
Secretary—M. T. Whalen, Rock
land.
Auditor—Donald C. Leach. Rock'
land.
Beard of Directors—P. P. Bick
nell, Rockland; Ralph Carroll,
Thomaston; Albert B. Elliot, Thom
aston; Victor Ramsdell, Rockland;
Oscar Starrett, Warren; Harry
Murray, Warren; (Rupert Stratton,
Rockland; J. Warren Everett. Thom
aston; Richard Gordon, Union.
Advisory Board for one Year—
Robert M. McKinley, Union; Ralph
Starrett, Union; George Ames,
Washington; Mahlon Turner, Wash
ington; Herbert A. Emmons, War
ren; Willis R. Vinal. Warren; R. O.
Elliot, Thomaston; Edward Dornan,
Thomaston; H. H. Harris, St.
George:
Henry Patterson St.
George! Clinton Bowley. Rockland;
Ernest Crie, Rockland; Herbert
Newbegin, Rockland; Clifton Mar
shall, Rockland; Robert Jamieson,
Camden; Frank E. Morrow, Cam
den.

UNRATIONED SHOES

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.
TEL. 98

Many of these are Pre-War Shoes

LET’S ALL BACK THE ATTACK!
NOTE! May we suggest your signifying the Strand or
Park Theatres on your Bond Pledges as issuing agent to as
sure you of receiving your War Bond Premiere Admission
Ticket.
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

R. E. NUTT SHOE STORE
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BASKETBALL
FRIDAY NIGHT, JAN. 21
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL GYM

Camden High vs. Thomaston High

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

436 MAIN STREET.

GAME CALLED 7.30.

103-22 '

“Will frozen prices be affected
by the January thaw?" asks Ed
Pointer in the Boston Globe Where
did Mr. Pointer ever get the idea
that there was to be a thaw this
January?

Mrs. Wiliis R. Lufkin of 37 Cres
cent street writes thus to The
Black Cat:
“You may be interested to know
that an advertisement in your pa
per for a home for our black kit
ten. Blotto, brought a young lady
to our door before our delivery
boy had left our paper. Her own
black cat had just been killed by an
automobile. You may tell anyone
who has a black kitten to give
away, that an *ad’ in your paper
will probably bring a response from
at least two disappointed persons
I know of.”

WIRE COAT HANGERS WANTED
Wire formerly used to make coat hangers is now

being used to defeat the Axis.

The answer is to

reuse the old hangers in your home.

ROCKLAND. ME.

For Every Dozen Wire Hangers

BASKETBALL
,

Brought to the Laundry Office

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

’

Boys and Girls, Here’s Your Chance!

vs.

CROSBY HIGH SCHOOL OF BELFAST
TONIGHT (TUESDAY)

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

COMMUNITY BUILDING

Boys and Girls

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

to me by Mrs. Florence A Barrett
of Florence, Mass, who had read
The Black Cat item. Mrs. Barrett
informs me that three nurses who
formerly resided in Rockland, are
making their home in Florence, the
others being Mary Gerrish (stu
dent) and Mary (Ginn) Rice.

We Will Give a 10c War Stamp

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR

1 wr

Priced up to $3.00

ROCKLAND, ME.

A head-liner at Kennebunk tells
the public that the “Schubert
Club plays beano”—not Schubert!
Wouldn’t that composer be amazed
at the slump in his musical stock!
—Lewiston Journal.
And would he acknowledge the
com?

The Vermont Democrats have
endorsed Roosevelt for a fourth
term. But Vermont Democrats will
have small hand in the attempt to
Hearings were held on three elect him.
writs of Error and two Writs of
Four dogs trapped a deer Fri
Habeas Corpus, at the Court
day
near the Blake cemetery in
House last Saturday,, before Jus
North
Warren according to the
tice EdW-ard P. Murray of Bangor.
correspondent, Mrs. Charles W
One year ago: Charles E Breen,
The plaintiffs and pet.tioners weTe
Mank. One dog was on each side second class gunner, and son of
all prisoners at the State Prison at
of the deer and two on the walk J. H. Breen, was lost at sea—Elon
Thomaston.
Neighbors, seeing the predicament GiIchrest became State manager of
Three were discharged and re
of the deer, went to the rescue and the United Benefit Life Insurance
leased from Prison—Vincent Frank
drove off the dogs
Co. of Omaha—Among the deaths:
Jordan of Bangor, the Court rul
Rockland,
Frances E. Winchening that about eight months good
I watched the "devil divers" at baugh of Friendship. 23; Thomas
time earned was charged back to
work in Lermond’s Cove the other ton; Mrs. Frank S. Lunt, 72;
him improperly. Alexander Mc
day, diving beneath the surface, Rockland, Mrs. Albert K. Adams,
Dougal of Bath was released for
and remaining long enough to trap 74; Union> Mrg Cora Adams, 86
same reason; Earl R. Hood, of Lu
the unwary smelt. So far as I
bec, sentenced from the Superior
was concerned they might have
Court of Washington County was
U. S. O. FUND TOPS 57000
been just ordinary ducks but our
also discharged, the indictment or
Rockland's U.S.O. Drive closed
"Andy” (no relation to Amos’ pal.
charge against him stating no
last night with the total of $7100,
but funnier) told me they were
crime, he was charged with enter
devil divers, and I’m not going to a most satisfying result for the
ing a dwelling house with intent
canvass made under the direc
dispute such a well informed nat
to commit a felony, but acts set
tion of H. P. Blodgett. He ex
uralist. Instead of following their
forth which he intended were not
tends his sincere appreciation to
example the gulls retained their
a felony.
all
workers, contributors and to
position on the ice, looking rather
LeiRoy Baker of Portland, enThe Courier-Gazette for its con
scornfully at birds which didn't
tenced 10 to 15 years for Robbery
sistent support.
know better than to get wet behind
in 1938, had his sentence commuted
the ears in this frigid weather.
to 7'^ to 15 years, in accordance
The Ski-Gull Club will meet
with the Statute whiqh provides in
A well known local insurance Thursday night at 7.30 at the home
such cases the minimum sentence man Followed' his long -standing cf Edward M. Gordon, 120 Lime
imposed by the Court shall not custom of sending out calendars the
rock street Members are urged to
exceed one-half the maximum.
first of the year. Customers on attend as important matters will
Clarence V. Carson of Houlton, the mainland, and customers
be discussed.
was indicted for the full and com among the islands admitted the
plete offense of "taking indecent specimens were very pretty, but no
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
liberties." and the Jury found him prettier than they .were when he
guilty of an "attempt to commit" sent them out in 1942 Reeplace
If I had m.v life to live again I
such crime. His contention being ments have been made and the would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
first that there could be no such world is moving along smoothly least
once a week. The loss of these
crime, that either indecent liberties again. Walter is not really two tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
were taken or they were not, but years behind the times; he’s not i Darwin.
SNOW
further that under an indictment that kind' of a Ladd
Snow so beautiful, pure and clean.
charging a completed crime, no one
Spread the earth throughout the
could be connected of an attempt.
Last week I republished an item
night
His Writ of Error was dismissed from Ed. Pointer s column in the Tis a glimpse of paradise —
Snow so spotless, what a sight!
by the Court, but it was understood Boston Globe telling of the acci On the trees, on every limb
so lovely can be seen.
that case was to be re-opened on dent which befell Mayor O’Donnell OnSnow
the housetops, mountain peaks
Habeas Corpus, and case reported of Northampton. Mass. while skat
And horizon's silvery screen
to Law Court for decision, as the ing, and followed it with a bit of Snow so beuatlful. pure and clean
Like little white slars dancing down;
case being without precedent in comment which was intended to be Symbols
of new hope, good cheer
As they gently kiss the ground.
Maine.
facetious. Judge of my sorrow when
What a snowfall it would be.
I learned that the accident had
What a blessing to bestow.
our hearts could all be cleansed.
Read The Oourier-Oaaette
proved fatal. I missed that news in If As
the earth is cleansed with snow.
the daily press, and it was relayed
—By Charlene W. Sandstrom

WITHOUT RATION COUPONS

425 MAIN STREET,

(By Tne Roving Reporter)

Fish and Game Association As the Result Of Hearing Be
fore Justice Murray In
Will Continue This Year
This City Saturday
—Membership Cards

MANY CLOSEOUTS OFFERED

ft

I

Minimum annual premium $20 buys $2,000

$1,550,000 Is Under Way

May we serve you?

. . . BUY YOUR BONDS AND RECEIVE
YOUR PREMIERE TICKET!
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RESIDENCE WATER DAMAGE
INSURANCE

The Black Cat

Knox County’s Fourth War Loan Drive For

ACT NOW! *TODAY!
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Stunts During the Fourth
Fourth War Loan Drive

and. of great importance is the
fact that the bonds must be
purchased at either the Park or
Strand Theatres, both of ■whom are
official Bond issuing agents. Many
other plans have been made which
our two theatres will undertake to
help make this all important
Fourth War Loan Drive an outstanding success.

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 5.

THE WORKERS ARE AFIELD

to stand first $75 of any loss).

GO TO EITHER THE STRAND OR PARK THEATRES

4

Strand and Park Will Do Big

tents or both.

WITH
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Theatres Have Plans

insurance—insurance to at least 25 % of value

♦

4*
*:•

Upon you depends the success of the most important War
Loan Drive ever attempted in this community.
You are a*ked to join with 2000 other families in a united
city-wide drive to purchase United States War Loan Bonds. Every
home in Rockland is to he asked to make a pledge to purchase
Bonds.
Start now to think carefully about the purchase of more War
Bonds. Talk it over with the family or with friends. Decide on the
very most you can possibly invest.
Commencing today, Jan. 18. and extending to Feb. 15, a volun
teer worker will call to take your subscription. This worker is not
a bond salesman, will not urge you to buy, will have no bonds to
deliver, will collect no money, but will gladly answer your ques
tions help you fill out the pledge card and deliver your pledge to
any bond issuing agency you specify.
No information on individual pledges will be made public. If
you wish to do so. place your Pledge Card in a sealed envelope and
address it to any issuing agency.
Your co-operation will make this our most successful War
Loan Drive.
Show- your colors with a War Loan Shield.
Yours sincerely,
EDWARD J. HELLIER.
Chairman War Loan Committee for Rockland.

ATTENTION !
BOND BUYERS I
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TO ALL CITIZENS OF ROCKLAND, ME.

Rockland’s
theatre managers.
"Bill" Romanoff of the Park and
"Danny” Dandeneau of the Strand
attended a special meeting in
Boston which was attended by New
GOOD JOB OPEN
England theatre men in the interest
An °Pen competitive examination
of the Fourth War Loan Drive.
^or
position of Contract
This meeting was headed by Specialist (male) $3828 per year for
Charles P. Skouras who is Chairman a 48-hour week, for duty with the
of the Theatre Industry’s Bond Smaller War Plants Corporation at
Drive and plans were discussed on Portland, was announced yesterday
the many activities which will be by the U. S. Civil Service Cornundertaken by the 16.5C0 theatres mission. Persons with at least three
throughout the Country during the years of experience as sales manaperiod of time in which the amount , ^er- executive salesman or purchasset by the Treasury Department is Ing agent with manufacturing and
to be raised.
, industrial backgronud in the metal
One of the highlights of the trades, automotive parts, metal
theatre drive will be a "Bond For fabrication, machine tools, woodEvery Seat” campaign whereby working or textile fabrication are
all theatre managers will attempt urged to apply. Application forms
the task of selling a number of may be obtained from any first or
bonds to equal the number of seats second-class post office or U. S.
in the theatres. In the lobbies of Employment Service office and
the theatres will be a huge enlarge should be filed immediately with
ment of the theatre seating plan Rose Snider, Civil Service Repreand the public is urged to purchase sentative, 57 Exchange St., Portland
a bond at the theatre and place Maine,
his name or the name of a family
serviceman in the alloted seating ROCKLAND LODGE INSTALLS
space on the chart. Both theatres
James E. Stevens will Install ofare carrying out this plan and fleers of Rockland Lodge, F.A.M., tohave pledged that all seating night, and officers of Aurora Lodge
spaces will be filled at the term!- tomorrow night. Both installations
nation of the drive.
are semi-public and will be held at
Also highlighting the Fourth War 8 o’clock. Refreshments will be
>4* 4* 4-4* 4*4-4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*-I* 4* 4**^4* 4* 4*4*4* 4*4*4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*4* 4* Loan Drive will be a War Bond served. King Solomon’s Temple
Premiere to be held at the Chapter will have work In the past
Strand Theatj-e on Wednesday master's degree Thursday night and
night. Feb.2, at 8 o’clock. The Rockland Lodge of Perfection will
premiere showing of “Madame meet Friday night. The Albert H.
Curie.” starring Greer Garson and Newbert Association will also meet
Walter Pidgecn will be the attrac- Friday night with Mrs. Matieu
tion and admittance to this out- Spaulding, Mrs. Doris Jordan, Mrs.
standing premiere will be through Anah Gay and Mrs. Bessie Church
PLAN NOW TO ATTEND
the purchase of a War Bond only, as housekeepers.

WAR BOND

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 18,1944

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette, 465 Main St.

Established January, 1846.
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C ourier- Gazette

FIRST GAME AT 7.30 P. M.
ADMISSION 25c, 40c

ADMISSION 25c, 40c, plus tax
5

17 LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 170
5-8
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Page Two
The Courier-Gazette

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 18, 1944
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor,
FRANK A. WINSLOW
He’knoweth the way that I take:
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
t
v.hen he hath tried me, I shall
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1816. In 1874 the Courier
come forth as geld.—Job 23:10.
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897
Book Review
Subscriptions $3 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
(By K. S. F.)
“Thief Island,’’ by Elizabeth
Coab worth. Publishers The Masmillan Co., New York.
Again I say of stories written
about the coast of Maine there is no
end! I find myself recieving in
one week two charming tales of
the Islands on our Maine coast, so
different and so alluring, both
with vivid atmosphere.
“Thief Island” is within the
reach of the brilliant and comfort
ing rays of White Head Light, a
joy to every fisherman. This fact
makes it easy to guess near the lo
cale of this story, where once nine
families lived and fished and pulled
their lobster traps.
Most of the womenfolk, and pos
sibly some of the men, believed in
the ghest supposed to inhabit
Thief Island.
Of course there is a skeleton cave
and possibly some granite work,
however, there is no mention of
that line of work in this story. Gcod
solid names of families which have
been the staunch background of
this part of Maine are used. The
weatherbeaten home of Grand
father Snow was the refuge of
Dave Little, his young daughter
Susan, and two years’ younger son
John, the mother having died,
leaving the care of father Dave
and Young John in Susan s hands.
How well she took on the respon
sibility is beautifully told in this
thrilling episode of the years that
follow’.
Faher Dave a staunch hard
working lobsterman,
was
in
veigled into investing in some
wildcat-get-rich-quick scheme of j
a neighbor’s and lost his comfort
able home thereby.
Starting at scratch at the Island I
home inherited by the mother from
grandmother Snow, this tale holds
the mind to the end, as all Eliza
beth Coals wort h’s unusually fine
children's stories do. This author
is the wife of Henry Beston of Wal
doboro. My congratulations go to
them both.—Kathleen S. Fuller.

Five Seasons.
By Fannie
Sprague Whitefield. The Chris
topher Publishing House.
This neatly collected small bock
of verses has an appeal to those
whose vivid fancy brushes this line
of thought.
The writer has an easy style of
bringing rhythm into the every
day topics, such us the season cf
the year—Summer afternoon, ice,
and wigwam weather. One could
scarcely’ call her work true poetry,
but she has a flair for rhythm
pleasing and restful. The author
divides the little volume into parts,
indicating the line of thought in
the verses.
The author's fancy opens sur
prising lines of thought,—K. S. F.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

[EDITORIAL]’
The forthcoming discontinuance of the
DISAPPOINTING Banger airport is of course very disappointBL’T IT’S
ing to the residents of that city, primarily
NECESSARY because of the commercial loss which it
means. GoV. Sumner Sewall took the mat
ter up with the War Department during his recent visit to
Washington, and returned to Maine forced to the conclusion
that the Department’s action is "a military decision based on
National interests,' but glad to know that the field will be
kept open on a “standby basis.’’ Just how it will fit into the
post-war picture he is not able to determine. Eangor is of
course entitled to- lament the loss of this plum.” just as
Rockland or any ether community would be. but on the other
hand everybody Ls advocating a curtailment of national ex
penses—a sentiment which Will be decidedly on the increase
before our next income tax returns are filed. Throughout
the nation there will doubtless be an abolishment cf hundreds
of such costly experiments—new admitted to be without force
—and such must be the case if the taxpayer is to survive.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Benner of ■ he flew’ 15 ermbat missions on a
Rockland received flow’ers at , Liberator bomber. He is credited
ChrisNTias time from their son, Pfc. ■ with shooting dewn four German
“Teddy” Benner, who was some aircraft and holds the Distinguished
where in Italy. He wrote that he Flying Cross and the Air Medal
had received his Christmas boxes with two Oak Leaf Cluster.
• • • •
sent by friends. Mrs. Benner also
Mr. and M.s. Charles H. Ellis of
received a cablegram' from another
sen, Kelsey, Gunners' Mate, 3c, Rockland have received word from
U. S. Navy. A third son, Leroy, is their son. Pvt. George W. Ellis, who
also in the navy. All three are in is somewhere in the South Pacific,
that he recently saw and talked with
excellent health.
• • • •
his favorite movie actor. Gary
Cooper.
He also talked with Phyllis
Neil C. Libby, Sic AOM, son of
In the course of its 55-mile sweep in
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Libby, Thomas- j Brocks aiHl Una Merkel, who in
side old Poland the Russian Ukraine army
FIGURES
Me.
is credited with having slain 100,000 Ger
ton, has completed his course at quired about Portland,
WHICH
• • • •
mans; destroying 2204 German tanks and
STAGGER
Memphis, Tenn., and his new ad
Gerald W. Delano of Camp Gor
1174 guns, besides capturing 7C00 Germans.
dress is: Naval Air Sta., Ord Dept.
don Johnston, Fla., is spending a
These statistics arc heartening to the Allied cause, and every
Livermore, Calif.
10 days’ furlough with his parents,
• • • •
body hopes the figures have not been unduly exaggerated.
Mr and Mrs. Warren T. Delano of
But harking back over the reports of Germans slain in the
Cynthia M. Greeley of Rockland, Lawry. He returns to camp Satur
past three years, one cannot help wondering how large an
S2c of the WAVES, has completed day. Anyone wishing to write to
army Germany had in the first place and how it is still able
her boot training at Hunter Col him may obtain his address fiom
to maintain vast troops on so many European battlefields. To
lege, N. Y., and is now assigned to his parents.
the uninitiated it sounds like a discrepancy somewhere.
the U. S. Naval Air Station,
• • • •
Memphis, Tenn.
Corp. Harold A. Tolman. Jr., has
• • • •
Robert Taft boomed Governor Bricker
returned to his duties after spend
ANOTHER
fcr President in Bcston speech. Why don't
James L. Thomas, son of Mr. and ing a furlough with his parents,
JOHN
you speak for yourself, Bob?—Press Herald.
Mrs. Herbert E. Thomas of Rock- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Tolman of Rockland,
ALDEN
And having learned a few points about Na
land, has recently been advanced i
• • • •
from Gunner’s Mate, thlrd'-class to
Lieut. E. C. Annis of West Rocktional politics in the last half century we
can discern the possibility that the Ohio Sneator may have
Gunner’s Mate, second class. He i P°rt ^as been transferred from
been speaking for himself. Politics is a queer critter.
Is stationed somewhere in the At- j Florlda to California- His address
lantic
^Oth N. F. Sqd., Hammer Field,
.
,
,
,
J
Frenso,
Calif.
We like honest frankness, and we find
• • • •
“LET’S KEEP it a-plenty in the following statement which
Word has been received by Mrs.
Bertie D. Simmons, son of Mrs.
John S. Fogg that her son Florence Simmons of Port Clyde,
MRS. SMITH appeared in last week’s Lincoln County
News;
THERE”
T.3S Sgt. John S. Fogg, somewhere who is a boatswain’s mate, has re
The Courier-Gazette has commented on
in England, is no longer serving ceived his first class rating. He has
the coming contest in the Second District urging the re-elec
with the Infantry but has been been across some time. He enlisted
tion of Congressman Smith rather than backing the Lincoln
transferred to the Ninth Air Force. at Portland shortly after the war
County candidate in the primaries—Clifford Buck of South• • • •
port. “Mrs. Smith ... is giving the District splendid service
brdke cut.
Pvt. Raymond E. Young, son of
• • * •
at this moment . . . We don’t want her replaced, and doubt
Mr. and Mrs. George Young, 15
if Mr. Buck or anybody else can do it,” so says The CourierEdwin Rankin Ladd, Inf., of 3
Gazette. And we believe they are right. We do not believe
Washington street, Rcckland, ar Whitmore avenue, Camden, has
that any elective office should become a lifetime job, but we
rived Christmas Day from North ! been promoted from Captain to
do believe that especially in Congress where seniority plays so
Africa, where he has been in hos- J Major. He is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
important a part in committee appointments a woman of Mrs.
Smith’s ability and prestige can be cf the utmost value to the
pitals since September and is now a Walter C. Ladd of Rockland and
State of Maine. Let's keep Mrs. Smith in Washington.
patient at Valley Forge Geeral graduated from the University of
Hospital, Ward 27-A, Phoenixville, Maine in 1939. He was in the InIt is very simple to charge a lack of
Pa. ( After arriving there he sent surance business before entering the
THE MEANS sincerity against Congress for its failure to
a telegram to his mother, who was service. He married the former Mar
MUST BE
adopt a simple, uniform, fair, non-partisan
spending
Christmas in New York, garet E. Hauck, daughter of Presi
FOUND
method for voting by members of the
A family reunion followed in dent and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck of
Armed Services. Yet it must be recog
nized that Congress confronts a serious Constitutional prob
Phoenixville.
the University of Maine in 1940.
lem. and seme patience must be extended while a solution is
• • • •
• • • •
being sought. With this patience, however, continued pres
Mrs. Bernard Thompson recently
Pfc. Bernard Ji Winchenbach.
sure must be exerted upon Congress to find that solution so
son of Frank Winchenbach, Sr., of received wcrd that her husband has
that no easy escape is found in inaction. The legal question
Rockland, who is stationed in Los arrived in New York where he will
is contained in Article 1. Section 2:
"The House of Representatives shall be composed of
Angeles, Calif., has recently been receive his boot training. His ad
Members chosen every second year by the people of the
dresses: Bernard C. Thompson. A S.
made crew chief.
several States, and the Electors (voters) in each State
• • • •
Co. 456 F II, U.S.N TS., Sampson.
shall have the qualifications requisite for Electors of the
Aviation Cadet Gordon Burgess New York.
numerous Branch of the State Legislature.”
• • • •
son
of Dr. and Mrs. James F. Bur
That innocent enough sentence is taken by many to mean
Pvt.
Llewellyn
Payson, of War
gess
of
Rockland
has
recently
been
that each State alone has the power to fix the qualifications
of its voters, and that such power is quite beyond Federal
transferred from Athens, Ga., to ren, son of Mr and Mrs. Ernest
•jurisdiction. Such has been the position for years on the poll
Iowa. His address is: Plat. l-A-7,
tax question. Patently, as President Roosevelt said, the fram
!■■■■■■■■■»■■ mmii
Bks., 1, Naval Air Station, Ottum
ers of the Constitution never anticipated these words would
wa, Iowa. Buses are used to get
ever block 11.000.COO citizens in the armed ranks from voting.
EPIC OF OUR
Yet to ignore the W’ords and invite a court test of a national
around this new naval base, which
election would be unthinkable.
covers about four square miles. The
Several metohds for ending this dilemma have been
streets are cement and t^e runways,
suggested. One is to have the States separately adopt a uni
macadamized. It is a city in itself,
form method. This is cumbersome, especially since the legis
having
its own fire department,
latures of but eight States meet this year. Another method
would have Congress adopt and the armed services distribute
bank, postoffice and airplane fac Old 99, a Flying Fortress, is smashed
Jap bombs on Clark Field in the
uniform ballots covering Federal offices. Ballots would be col
tory. Eight hundred cadets are by
Philippines. Lieut. Col. Frank Kurtz j
lected and returned to the different States w’here it would be
stationed there and there are 339 finds eight of his men lying in an
up to local authority to see whether they were voted by quali
new planes of about 250 h. >. each
irregular line—killed as they ran
fied electors or not.
• • • •
for shelter.
This would require whole-hearted co-operative endeavor
Benjamin W. Smalley. H.A.2c, son j
by the States; moreover, arrangements would have to be made
Lieut. Kurtz promised his dead |
to facilitate the registering of the great number cf soldiers
of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley, boys that whatever plane they gave
who have net been previously registered for one reason or
Knox street, Thomaston, has fin him. Old 99 would be flying right in
another. The problem is not insoluble. Serviceable means
ished his schooling at Portsmouth, i formation.
can be found, and must be found.—Christian Science Monitor.
DIE PROUDLY, by
Va. He has been transferred to W.QUEENS
L. White, who wrote THEY
Norfolk Naval Hcspital. His ad WERE EXPENDABLE, is the
officer and retiring Master Golden dress is: Benjamin W. Smalley,
magnificent story of how Lieut.
Munro
will act as marshal. Supper H.A.2C. US.N.H. N.O.B. Bldg,, 13 I• Kurtz kept his promise. In this
GRANGE CORNER
will precede the meeting.
splendid piece of reporting, Mr.
Norfolk, Va.
White lets the boys who flew the
•
•
•
•
News items from sill ef the P»I avenging Fortresses tell their story
u-ons ef Husbandry are welcomed
Kennedy Crane, Jr., of Skowhe in their own simple, moving way.
here.
gan, formerly of Rockland, left for
service in the armed forces Sunday.
Good Will Grange will hold its
He will be stationed for the present
annual installation of officers
at Wellesley, Mass.
Thursday with Past Master James
• • • •
E. Dornan of East Union as install
M. Sgt. Clarence Perry. 13, of‘
ing officer. Members are solicited
Union, Is taking a pre-aviation
By W. L. WHITE
fcr sandwhiches, cookies or dough
Cadet conditioning course before be i
7
Author oF "They Wore Exp^ndablt"
nuts.
ing assigned to a college for a five
• • • •
months’ course as an aviation stu- !
Penobscot View Grange of Glen
dent. Upon completion of the ca READ IT IN THIS PAPER
uTaTiTi
Cove will hold installation cf officers
det training he hopes to be assigned 1-' --ja j ju - - aj'B'j
Thursday night. Deputy George S.
as a iflghter pilot. Sgt. Perry has re- J
Starting Friday
Read The Courier-Gazette
Cunningham will be the installing
cently returned from overseas where ,

Tuesday-Friday

The Kiwanis Club

Against Warren Mill

Hears Rockland Pastor Tell
Of Experiences In World
War One
Rev. Alfred G Hempstead, genial
preacher at the Methodist Church
pinch-hit as speaker at the Kiwanis
Qlub meeting last night, giving a
highly interesting talk on some of
his experiences while he was serv
ing 27 months in the armed forces
during World War One.
Especially entertaining was his
description cf the palace of Ver
sailles, ccnstructed by Louis the
Fourteenth, who was cn the throne
77 years, from the time he was only
live years of age to his death at
the age cf 82
Features of the
grounds of the palace were the
planting <W 100.OfX) full grown trees,
and the wonder of the times was
the famous Hall of Mirrors.
Robert M. Allen led the spirited
song service, using a new batch of
songs collected and1 arranged by
H. Laton Jackson. Arthur F. Lamb
was at the piano.
President A. Alam Grossman
and Mr. Lamb, taking turns, read
an interesting V-mail letter from
Rcbert P Russell, service member,
who is in Iceland. Mr. Grossman
read an invitation from the New
port Club for members to attend
the charter night party Thursday
of this w’eek.
Lawrence Miller made a short
appeal for the pushing of sales of
bonds for the Fourth War Loan
Payson, who is receiving basic
training in the army at Camp
Wheeler, Ga., writes he had the
best Christmas there at Camp that
he had ever had. This goes to
show’ that the old saying, “it Ls bet
ter to give than' to receive,’ ’is a
true cne. The boys of that camp
chipped in 50 cents apiece to give
a Christmas tree at camp for the
orphaned
and
under-privileged
children in- the towns around the
camp, and daeh man had to be re
sponsible fcr one child, to see there
was a gift cn the tree, that the
child received all the courtesy pos
sible, and w’as put safely cn the
bus when it was time to go home.
Fvt. Payson’s’ particular respon
sibility w’as an eight year old girl,
who had never seen a Christmas
tree before. She received articles
of clothing as gifts, and a pockt
book which contained $10. Thai
the men get a “kick”’ out cf seeing
these children around the big tree,
goes without saying.

An Associated Press despatch
from Washington says:
The Federal Trade Commission
announced Friday that it has issued
a complaint against the Georges
River Woolen Mill of Warren.
Maine, charging failure to attach
a tag showing percentage of wool in
its fabrics.
“The company, which manufac
tures women’s coats and other
garments has 20 days in which to
answer the complaint. The Com
mission charged law and regula
tions were violated when the com
pany failed to attach a stamp, tag,
label or other identification show
ing wool percentage and the name
of the manufacturer, seller or re
seller.” ’

and Mr. Jackson announced that
the club’s charter night party would
be at Hotel Rockland Feb. 14, at 7
p. m. 'IThe speaker of the eve
ning was introduced by Dr. Donald
T. Leigh, program chairman fcr
January'

TALK OF THE TOWN
Mrs. Georgia M. Snow of South
Thomaston, who has been ill at the
home of her son. Carl R. Snow, in
Berlin. N. H. is slowly lecovering.
Mrs Alice Dority of Allston. Mass.,
has been visiting her daughter. Miss
Betty Dority, who lives with the Dr.
Lester B Bradfords Masonic street.

Mrs. Betty McClain, who has
been in Rockland the past year, has
joined her husaband in California.
His address ls: William H. Mc
Clain. C.M.2c, P.T., 22. U. S Navy.
A.B.P.D., San Bruno Calif.

Lt. Vinal’s Coming
Vinalhaven Officer To Attend
Submarine Mine Class— *
Will Visit Home
Headuarters. Panama Canal De
partment—Lt. Calvin B Vinal, of
Vinalhaven. commanding officer of
a mine planter operating out of the
Coast Artillery Command here, will
return to the United States late
this month to study he newest ad
vances in the science of sending
Axis U-boats to Davy Jones’
locker.
The of icer, whose pioneer an
cestors settled his heme town early
in the 18th century, was ordered by ,
I-t. Gen. Georg? H. Brett, com- ’
manding general of the Caribbean
Defense Command, to attend the
Officers Submarine Mine Class in
the Coast Artillery’ School at Ft
Monroe, Va.
While in the United States. h°
will visit his mother, Mrs. Edith M
Vinal, at Vinalhaven, and if pos
sible. his sisters, Mrs. M P Trefrey.
of New Haven, Conn.., and Mrs
Ronald Gillis, of North Haven.
Lt. Vinal graduated from VinaJhaven High School, w’here his
cousin, Mildred Vinal, was his
Latin teacher. The last Vinal to
hold office in’ the fishing and
granite town was the Coast Artil-^J
lery officer's grandfather, Select
man Calvin B. Vinal. Tne pest
was comparable with that of mayor
In larger municipalities.
Lt. Vinal entered the Army April
25. 1941, received basic training at
Ft. McClellan, Ala., attended Offi
cers’ Candidate School at Ft. Mon
roe, Va., and arrived in Panama
April 15, 1943.

Buv War Bonds and Stamps
Blanchard B. Smith has returned
from a visit at the home of his
daughter. Mrs. Arthur K. Orne in
Wilmington, Del. 1CIrs. Smith is
remaining there for another week.

Mrs. Marie Gurdy Kt ene is enter
taining the Tuesday Club for con
tract today at the home of her
mother. Mrs Harry O. Gurdy.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abbott are
visiting the former’s heme town
w’hilel on a vacation from California,
guests meantime at Hotel Rock
land. Mr. Abbott was formerly
chief of police in Westbrook and
later in Brunswick.

•a

SEAT COVERS
Save the interior of yourl

i

car

We have a complete stock

of Seat Covers to fit any

car

88T9G

Read The Courier-Gazette
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

KW I

finutes matter
more in war

FLYING FORTS

How’d you like

to slide into the
swellest O’coat you

ever owned?
It’s easy this month for even
our ceiling prices are down off
the ceiling within easy reach of
pocketbooks that have been
kicked around by Christmas
monkey-shines.

If you need a handsome, big,
warm eoat, NOW Ls a better time
than next NOVEMBER.
Beautiful Soft Finish Fabrics

JOIN the
A
of DIMES

QUEENS
DIE PROUDLY

JANUARY 14-31

When Long Distance lines are crowded the operator will say

$27.50, $35, $45, $55
Long Wearing Hard Finished
Stone face and Mt. Rock Fabrics

$55.00

SHEEP LINED COATS
$20.00, $25.00
WOOL LINED JACKETS
$10.95, $22.50
Mall Orders Will Receive
Prompt Attention

PROFITABLE OPPORTUNITY

SAVE TIME AND MONEY!

With a post-war future now open for a man me
chanically trained, and possessing sales ability. An
unusual opportunity to get into a paying business

Order Magazines, Newspapers and Books
By Subscription

of your own right now. Nationally known oil com
pany will lease, to a man with the right qualifica
tions, one of its large modern service stations com
pletely equipped. Small capital required for initial

Mtf/rwaz aw
/WM/7ZS #
There 's a good reason for that. • It’s to help evervliodv gel

‘KAY” SHERMAN
76 MASONIC ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1168

stock of merchandise. This station is now open and

GREGORY’S
Top-To-Toe Outfitters
TEL. 294
411 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND, MB.

doing business in the City of Rockland.
particulars, please write to—

better service. • And yon can

M avhe you

For further

can

hold

that

say a lot in

next

five minutes.

Long Distance call

to

Follow the News: Time or Newsweek, $5 the year;

th«ce minutes. • That would lie even lietler.

0. C. B., care The Courier-Gazette

Pathfinder, $1.00 the Year
4-5

5&6
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Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 19 (8 p. m.) Annual meeting
of Union Farmers' Co operative Trad
ing Club In Warren Town Hall.
Jan 21 (3 p m.) Woman's Educa
tional Club bmeets In the Universa
list vestry.
Jan. 26— Installation of Officers. Har
bor Light Chapter. OES.. Rockport.
Jan. 28. 8 15 p. m.—Installation of
officers ot Golden Rod Chapter.
Feb. 7—Lincoln County Ministerial
Assn
meets at Waldoboro Baptist
Church.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 14 15—Knox County Camera
Club Exhibition, Community Building.
Feb. 16-17 The Junior Class play
"Thumbs Up” at RocklAnd High
School auditorium.
Feb. 22-—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 22 Hospital Auxiliary benefit
card party at Bok Home for Nurses.
March 6-9—Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.

John M. Pomeroy, Knox County
Co-ordinator of Civilian Defense,
reported, following the practice
“blackout” Sunday afternoon, that
only about 25 percent of the per
sonnel put in an appearance for
service. One incident was reported
at the Coast Guard Base
and
there was real fire at the Pleasant
Street condemned iron bridge. The
Motor Corps and medical units
failed to "show up.”

Rev. Armin R. Gesswein, who has
been conducting the Evangelistic
Crusade meetings the past two
weeks, preached Sunday morning
at the Universalist Church, his
subject being: “What Jesus Christ
Means to Me.” The service, con
ducted by the minister. Rev. John
Smith Lowe, included two solos by
Miss Lottie McLaughlin, “Out of the
Deep,” by Eville, and “Teach Me
te Pray” by Jessie Jewitt. Activities
of the church this week are: Chapin
Class meeting with Mrs. Mary
Southard Tuesday flight, and circle
supper Wednesday night with Mrs.
Dana S. Newman and Mrs. Ralph
Bangs as co-chairman Dr. and Mrs
Lowe expect to be in Mass
achusetts next week, where Dr.
Lowe will attend the Ministers Re
treat at the Wayside Inn. Jan 23
to 26

Week of January 10 to 15
Meats—Brown Stamps R, S, and
T, in Book Three valid through Jan.
29. No. 2 in Book Four valid for five
points «n purchases of pork and
sausage through Jan. 15.
Processed Foods—Green Stamps If
E, and F valid through Jan. 20.
Stamps G, 11 and J good to Feb. 20.
Sugar—Sugar Stamp 29 In bacu
of Book Four valid to Jan. 15 for five
pounds.
Shoes—Aeroplane Stamp number
one in Book Three valid for one pair
indefinitely. Stamp 18 in Book One
still valid for an indefinite period,
also.
Fuel Oil—Period Two coupons
valid to Feb. 8. Class four worth
10 gallons, class five worth 59 gal
lons. Period three coupons valid
Jan. 4 to March 14.
Tire Inspection—A-car deadline
Browne Club will meet Thursday March 31, B-car deadline and new
evening in the church parlors. A C-car deadline Feb. 29.
quilt will be tacked.
Gasoline—Number 8 stamps in ABook valid for three gallons through
BORN
Feb. 8 .B and B-l, C and C-l cou
Hughes—At Robert Greer Memorial
Hospital, Canaan. Conn.. Jan 5. to pons good for two gallons. Only the
Mr. and Mrs. James Hughes (Corinne new coupons marked B-2 and C-2
Oreenleif) of Hartford. Conn., former
ly of Vinalhaven, a daughter-Patri are good for five gallons.

cia Ann.
Nevells—At Stonington, Jan. 3. to
Mr. and Mrs Shirley Nevells. a daugh
ter Judith Frances .
Webb—At Bangor. Jan. 7. to Mr. and
Mrs. George N Webb of Stonington,
The Bible study group, started by a daughter—Susan Mae.
Wyllie—At Rocklana. Jan. 5. to Mr.
Rev. Armin R. Gesswein, will be
ano Mrs John E. Wyllie. a son -Rich
continued at the First Baptist ard Placer.
prayer meeting tonight. Rev.J. Nelson—At Rockport. Jan. 12, to Mr
and Mrs. Ralph Nelson of Camden, a
Charles MacDonald will take up the daughter—Lillian Evelyn.
study of the Acts of the Apostles, ! Gherard.—At Camden Community
Hospital. Dec. 13. to Mr. and Mrs
commencing at the 9th chapter
George Ghcratdi of Rockland, a daugh
ter—Joan Marie.
Shepler—At Richardson House. Bos
Knox and Lincoln Past Noble ton.
Mass.. Jan. 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Grand Association will meet at Robert Stiepler (formerly Constance
Snow of Rockland )a son—Thomas
I O O F. hall Wednesday. Supper Roberts.
Pitcher—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 17,
at 6.30. Visiting members requested
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pitcher of
to take sweets
Washington, a son.

“The Steamboat Comes of Age”
Is the title of John M Richardson’s
highly entertaining lecture which
wW be delivered before the Bap
tist Men's .League Thursday night.
The author of “Steamboat Lore of
the Penobscot,” now in its second
edition, has a wonderful fund of
information on the subject. An
especially fine supper is being pre
pared.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will
observe the birthday of the founder
of Odd Fellows, Thomas Wikiey,
at a joint meeting following, the
Rebekah session tonight.
Mrs Helen P. Knowlton has re
signed her position as bookkeeper
at Knox Hospital.

Recent basketball: Cony High 40.
Rockland High 33; Rockland High
34, Lincoln 12; Rockland Girls 33.
Lincoln Girls 33. Reports of these
games were received too late for
publication today.
It looks as though Rockland Re
publicans would be called upon to
select two new candidates for Rep
resentatives to Legislature this
year. Representative Ralph P. Con
ant declines to serve again, because
of business reasons; and it Is un
derstood that Representative Cleve
land Sleeper. Jr., is satisfied to re
tire after five terms in the House.
The name of Frederic H. Bird is
being prominently mentioned, and
meets with much approval.

TAXI SERVICE
CALL

PARK STREET LUNCH
TELEPHONE 83 8-R

5tf

.Poultry Wanted
Live Poultry Wanted
Highest Prices Paid for AU Kinds

of Live Poultry
Trucks Call for Large Amounts

Marne Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202,

BANGOR, ME.

2-tf

Clinton F. Thomas
OPTOMETRIST
Has opened an office fee
Fitting Glasses at

492 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.
Hours: 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M
81-tf

BURPEE
Foneral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

MARRIED
% Jones-Pitclier—At New York City,
Jan. 7. Dr. Robert C. Jones of Henry,
Ill . and Elizabeth A Pitcher of Cam
den by Dr Alan K. Chalmers.

DIED
Maker—At Rockland. Jan. 18. Reuben
H Maker, of Owls' Head, age 94 years.
14 days.
Funeral from Russell Fu
neral Home. Friday at 2 o'clock. In
terment at Ash Point.
Morton—At Lincolnville, Jan. 15,
James O. Morton, age 88 years. Fu
neral today at 2.30 o'clock from Good
funeral home. Camden.
Davis—At Rockport. Jan. 18, Flora
M.. wife of Carlton Davis, age 76 years,
2 months. 10 days. Funeral Thursday
at 2 oclock from residence. Interment
in Amsbury Hill Cemetery.
Dean—At Rockland, Jan. 12, Sharon,
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F.
Dean, agc 1 month. 1 day.
Katten—At Rockland, Jan. 12. Mrs.
Christie J. Ratten .age 53 years. 4
months, 14 days.
Wood—At Belfast. Jan. 5. Vertna
Wood, native of Vinalhaven, age 29
years, 1 month. 22 days.
Bergquist—At Thomaston. Jan. 15.
John O Bergquist, age 67 years. 4
months, 15 days. Funeral today at 2
o'clock from
Davis funeral home.
Lewis—At Thomaston. Jan. 15, Milo
Lewis of Turner .age 50 years, 1
month. 11 days Interment In Turner.
Freeman—At North Hollywood, Calif
January 15. Alice (Leo) wife of
Gardner Freeman, native of Rockland,
aged 56 years, 9 months, 4 days.
Sleeper—At
Rockland,
Jan.
15,
Charles Henry Sleeper, age 76 years 7
months, 19 days. Interment in Sea
View cemetery in the Spring.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Bert Stanley
who passed away Jan. 19, 1930.
No words can tell how much we nils,
you.
No one knows the bitter pain.
In our hearts your memory is stamped.
I.lfe will never be the same.
Sweetly tender, fond and true
There Is not a minute we do not think
of you.
Your loving smile, your gentle face.
No one can ever fill your place.
Lovingly remembered by your wife
and daughter. Etta Stanley, Maude
Barstow.
♦
CARD OF THANKS
\Ve wish to express our heartfelt
thanks to our many friends for the
letters, cards and other acts of sym
pathy during our great sorrow, also
the Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead , and
the Methodist Episcopal Church for
the services and beautiful flowers tn
honor of our beloved Bobble.
Mrs. Sumner Waldron and daugh
ter Karen Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Haroid
Wald.on. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wal
dron. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Stlmpson,
Mr and Mrs. Austin Kinney, Verna
Waldron, Miss Mildred Waldron, Sgt.
Norman S.
Waldron. Mrs. Carrie |
Palmer.
CARD OF THANKS
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Dean wish to
express their appreciation to Dr. North
and the nurses of Knox Hospital for
their kindness and co-operation dur
ing the Illness of their baby. Sharon
Naomi; also sincere thanks to friends
and neighbors for use of cars, sym
pathy and beautiful floral tributes
during their deep sorrow.
♦

CARD OF THANKSS
We wls to express our sincere
thanks to our many friends, relatives
and neighbors for oards. letters and
beautiful flowers at the time of our
great sorrow
•
Mrs. L. A. Thayer and family
CARD OF THANKS
The family of the late Charles E.
Lermond wishes to convey their sin
cere appreciation to everyone who so
kindly helped them during their great
sorrow, and for the beautiful flowers,
cards and all expressions of sym
pathy.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kind thoughts of
sympathy In our sorrow also for the
beautiful flowers.
Charles Prescott. Herbert A. Prescott,
Mrs. Ralph Leighton. Chas. A. Prescott.
Mias Dorothy Prescott.
*

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT ST.
, BOCKLAND, MB.

Down In St. Pete

Is Now In Effect

RATION GUIDE

Page Three
The Rotary Club

New Plan Assures Return Of “G. H. R ” Tells Of a Golf Get New Ideas As To Extent
Ration Coupons For New
Partner Who Is a Will-o’Of Maine’s 13 State
and Used Cars
the-Wisp
Institutions

To the People
of this Community
THINK IT OVER

How about doing a little cold
turkey thinking after you lay
aside this newspaper tonight?
You’ve got a good job. The
chances are there is someone
WTMtratl FTTSi WAR BONDS . else in your
family, per
haps two or
three, work
ing. Your
son or your
brother —
may be away
WAR LOAN at war.
This war
must end
sometime. Your whole family,
your neighbors, are preying it
ends soon and those fighting boys
of yours will come home safely.
But will you be ready for
whatever happens when peace
comes? Will you have some
thing laid away? We’re all hop
ing there’ll be jobs aplenty, jobs
which mean making something
for somebody’s happiness and
not for somebody’s sorrow.
That’s where your War Bonds
come into the picture. Sure,
Americans own billions of dol
lars of War Bonds now; and be
fore this 4th War Loan ends
they will have put away billions
more.
But how about you?
You’re the one that counts. The
bigger the pile of War Bonds
you have when peace comes, the
bigger chance you’ll have to slip
right into the post-war world
you’re dreaming about tonight.
So “Let's All Back the Attack.”
THE EDITOR.

Mrs. Smith’s Warning
Asks Republicans To Go To
the Polls and Not Be
Overconfident

Harrison C. Greenleaf, director of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Representative
Margaret
C.
This contribution to current liter the department of institutional
; Smith said Friday night the Re
publican party faced danger front
ature is something I’ve wanted to s€rvice f°r the State of Maine, was
~
,
(speaker at the Rotary Club meeting
over confidence in the forthcoming
get off my chest fcr some time. I _ .
z
i Friday.
presidential campaign.
am writing it in order to pay my j Greenleaf, introduced by E. Carl
She told Federation of Women's
respects to a human antelope who, Moran, program chairman for JanRepublican Clubs. New York State
I am obliged to confess, I can uary, gave an informative address
that the GOP had many men ca
on the 13 state institutions: Augusta
reach in no other way.
pable of filling the presidency
For years now, and upon many State Hospital;
Bangor State'
while the Demoeats must choose
occasions, I have chased this ga- , Hospital; Maine School for the Deaf^,
“the indispensable mini.”
She
jzelle up hill and down dale over at Portland; Pownal State School at1
added:
J or used vehicles from anyone, , golf courses in Maine, New Hamp- Pownal; Western Maine Sanitorium >
“As there is danger of over-con
fidence to the Nation in its 1944
! whether a dealer or a private in- | shire and Florida in a vain en- jat Hebron; Central ^daine Sanidividual, have had' to obtain a cieavor to catch up with him. , torium at Fairfield; Northern Maine
war effort so there is the danger
duplicate receipt from the seller in Always I have failed. Nor bog, nor Sanitorium at Presque Isle; School
of overconfidence to the Repub
lican Party in its political effort.
order to be eligible for a gasoline fen, nor foul morass can as much for Boys at South Portland; School
That
overconfidence is already
ration, Mr. Perry explained.
as slow up this hit and run driver, for Girls at Hallowell; Military and
gravely
threatening the unity and
and.
Boy
am
I
tired.
J
Naval
Children's
Home
at
Bath;Re"Under the plan, the owner of a
ultimate
success of the Republican
At first I thought the fault was formatory for Men at South
vehicle intending to sell it must
Party.
return to the Board in person or mine. Time after time we have ( Windham; Reformatory for Women
“Every day we hear that every
by mail, all unused ration coupons started out together in what I at Skowhegan and Prison at Thombody is opposed to Mr. Roosevelt.
issued for the vehicle,”* he said. fondly believed would be a friendly aston.
We hear that he can't be re-elected
“After it receives the coupons the game of golf. Always, always, I
He said the cost of operation of
—
but didn’t we hear this in 1936?
have
wound
up
playing
alone.
Board will issue in duplicate, a
these institutions was two and a half
Didn
’t we hear this In 1940? There’s
We
would
line
up
there
on
the
million dollars a year; that there
receipt for surrendered gasoline
something
more needed and that
first tee practically side by side and j were 340 buildings; 1200 employes
At Friday’s special Pitt Parker rations.” Both copies of this re
something
is emphatically Repub
I would admire the lithe grace ot . and 5.200 patients or inmates,
assembly, the speaker, Charles Copp ceipt together with the tire inspec
lican
voters
at the polls.”
his perfect stance. There would Several of the institutions are
was for 21 years a teacher in the tion record a,re to be given by the be a few preliminary tail waggles J overcrowded and plans are being
The
Congresswomen
cautioned
government school in Japan, and seller to the person buying the car
against
Republican
opposition
to
the crisp smack of a perfect im- ; made for additions and improvments
came home only one and a half or truck.”
measures
solely
because
they
were
Like private indivduals who sell pact followed by the high, sharp which will be presented at the next <
years ago as an exchange prisoner
sponsored, by the Administration.
w hine of a speeding ball, and when session of the legislature. Improveof war on the “Gripsholm.” He their cars, automobile dealers are to
She asked action to give the Armed
I
brought
my
eyes
back
to
earth
j
ments,
planned
call
for
an
expend_
. _
vital materials of war Forces a vote and to retain re-nodescribed the Japanese land, its obtain duplicate receipts for each
car they have for sale, and will de- i agaln theie I would be, as always, iture of about five million dollars. z
when you throw
progressive cities with their large
liver both copies of the receipt to ( al“e Aunder
^°uthern
away used food cans. gotiation of war contracts, but
Forty-nine Rockland Rctarians
populations.
He displayed the
1 There would be the cumquat
Remove labels,^vash. flatten. Put withheld endorsement of the Na
Samerite sword cf a Japanese the buyer when a car is sold. By' bushes behind me loaded down were present and in addition there in
separate container next to your tional Service Act pending a
were three visiting Rotarians,
11, each dealer must report
soldier with which the Japs commit Jan.
. . .
.
luscious fruit yellowing in the
w Mod,
t
trash can. Save for local pickup. ohance to see the final draft.
,
.
5
Harold H. Nash of Camden, James ____________________
r
hara-kiri and a pennant that is his inventory as of Dec. 31, to the rays of the
Winter’s sun. “
There M. Acheson and Victor E. Marshall
local
Board,
and
the
Board
will
presented to winners in athletic
, , .
. x , j „ x a-'so was toe mourner's ,bench in of Augusta, and two guests of
contests. Mr. Copp warned that it send him a receipt, in duplicate, {he &hade Qf
the sheltering palm mernbers sheriff C. Eerie Ludwick
MORE FLAVOR, MORE SIZE &&
will be a long war. The war with for each car reported by him. Mr. They was the green fairway and p„ole offlcer E stewart
Germany might be over this year Perry explained that the duplicate
stretching away before me and oberton of West Rockport,
but war with Japan will last 3 or 4 copy of the receipt and the tire in there was I. But my partner j_______ _ _____________ ___ ____
years longer he predicted. He said spection record are to be given by wasn't. He had disappeared comthe wind . and The name he signs to the golf reg
that Japanese cities are extremely the buyer to his local Board when p^y Oone
vulnerable to attack from the air. he applies for a new gasoline ration I didn’t even know in which di ister over at Snell Island where we
play, is Thomas Dreier. but this I
Since their houses are made cheifly j for his car.
lection.
know is wrong.
It should be
Without the receipt the Board
cl paper, straw, and boxes, a whole
Not once but always does this
Thomas
Will-o-the-wisp.
city could go up in smoke. Said cannot issue a new gasoline ration. happen. From 9 to 18 times per
G. H. R.
While gasoline rations always had afternoon during cur contest does
Mr. Copp, “As horrible as the bomb
ing of cities is, Japanese cities to be surrendered upon the sale of this fairway seek ’em and scoot.
should be bombed. For years she a vehicle, the plan of transferring Once I saw him briefly under a
has been bombing the defenseless receipts when a car is sold, and re tree which did not grow in Brook
quiring that the receipt be presen lyn but when I got there he had
cities of China.”—Joan Abbott.
ted at local Boards when application ' left for other glens and sylvan dells
A telephone call summoned the is made for a new ration, will known only to his kind. It was
fire department to the condemned bring about greater compliance discouraging. but by no means un
Pepsi-Cola Company. Lono Island City, N. Y.
iron bridge on Pleasant street Sun with these regulations, Mr. Perry usual. and after a while I got used
wth
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN
day afternoon in the midst of the said. Since more than 200,000 ve to it.
air raid warning drills to extin hicles change hands each month
Of course we would meet on the
guish a blaze in the timbers and throughout the country, full com greens. Here he would light occa
planking, caused by a “dump” fire pliance with the rationing regul- sionally and remain long enough to
underneath the bridge. The dam ations, will prevent the possible be identified. Then he was off
age was slight, according to Fire diversion of substantial amounts at again for his heart was in the
Chief Van E. Russell, who said that gasoline to wasteful or unlawful Wildwood, out there in the wide
3500 feet of hose was laid. A near uses.
open spaces where the wind blew
free and the celerity he exhibited
by dwelling was endangered.
in attaining his objective left me
The Final Report
The 1944 automobile registration
gasping. He should have been a
postman for neither wind nor rain
plates will be ready for distribution
shortly before Feb. 1. Display of Donations Toward the Motor- nor fear of consequences has ever,
them is net required until March 1,
ship Vinalhaven II Reach to my certain knowledge, stayed
this human rocket on his swift ap
however.
Total Of $2786
pointed rounds.
I gave up long ago. I still play
The last donations to the Motorship Contributions Fund for the with him of"course but my voice is
furtherment of construction of the giving out. It doesn't carry far
enough for the social amenities of
"Vinalhaven II” are as follows:
his game. I not only get tired but
David Duncan and family,
I get hoarse. Also I am lonesome
Mr. and Mrs. Kilton V. Smith,
Boston,
»
10.00
Why I keep it up I don't know
Arr.-nca's tin supply. You
r-'-_ can lessen the effect of Jap Mr. and Mrs. James Bray, Owl’s
I suppose it’s because I like the
aggression by saving used food cans. Remove
Head,
io.OO man. He’s keen and clever and full
labels, wash, flatten. Put in separate container
of fun and I enjoy being with
next to your trash can. Save for local pickup. Mr. and Mrs. Olaf Holmquist,
Rockland,
2.00 him however brief his company.
Are they old and worn and hard to keep clean?
What do you
Total amount received by this
committee,
2995.62
plan to do about it?
Total expenditures,
209.29
CLEARANCE

Motorists and automobile dealers
oi Knox County were reminded to
day by Chairman of the Local War
Price and Rationing Beard, that
the new plan designed to assure
the return of outstanding gasoline
ration coupons for all new and
wed automobiles &nd trucks that
arc sold is now in effect.
Since Jan. 1, persons buying new

YOU
WROWAWM

ITS PEPSI, GET WISE S

Phone Rockland 1494

LOOK AT YOUR FLOORS!

BEANO

MASONIC TEMPLE

THURSDAY ONLY
JANUARY 20

Balance paid to Vinalhaven
Port District.
$2786 33

Live bait for sale, H. H. Crie Co.,
328 Main St., Rockland.
2tf

(This applies to this week only)

Auspices
Rockland Motor Corps
Ambulance Fund

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.
60-tf

Of HOMELAND
SUITS, TOPCOATS and
OVERCOATS
10% Off
Made-to-Measure
All Fall and Winter Fabrics
Many Suitable For Spring

GEORGE F. RYAN
Down Stairs

Thorndike Grill

5»lt

* LET US HELP YOU SOLVE THE PROBLEM
with a

TRINIDAD FLOOR
Trinidad Linoleums available in any

gauge.

some patterns or telephone and ask

Lamb’s Cleaning

our floor expert to call.

Floors Contracted For and

Again Open For Business On

Friday, January 21
We Will Be Pleased To See
•

~

Old and New Patrons

X.

Come in and see the handj

Guaranteed

*

A Trinidad Floor Will Keep Its Beauty For Many Years.

*

A Trinidad Floor is Easy To Keep Clean.

*

Trinidad Floors Are Available in 21 Beautiful Patterns.

Estimates Given Free.

Terms As Low As $5 Per Month

TRINIDAD SALES CO.
466 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 1494
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ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
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Telephone 78

Tel 49

Frank D Rowe has been appoint
Rev. J. C. Collind has been in
ea
chairman of the 4th Bond Drive
Bangor attending the Crusade for
it.
this town, which will open a?
the New World Order.
soon as the solicitors are organized
Miss Dora Gay went to Bath Sat
At the meeting Tuesday of the
urday to spend the week-e nd and
.Georges Valley Boys' 4-K Club
attend the funeral services for Miss
Mrs. Anna Hardy, agent was pres
Mildred Falmer.
ent .and a judging contest in beans
Mrs. Annie Wallbridge, who has
conducted. Mrs. Hardy awarded
been residing in Gardiner, is now
pins to Herbert Moon and Earle
making her home with her father.
Moore Jr.; for high rank in the
Justin Welt.
gardening project.
There were
Mrs. Sanborn French is visiting
eight pin awards from a mail order
relatives in Gardner Mass.
house, and this town is proud to
have two of the eight awarded to
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay came from
local boys in this project. lee
Boston Friday and is spending a few
j cream was served after the meetdays at Stahl’s Tavern. Wfii'e here
she will attend the mid-Winter
' ing.
A second girls' 4-H Club was
meeting of the Federation at Au
gusta.
formed Saturday at the home of
Mrs. Earle Moore, and with Mrs
The annual meeting of the Public.
Anna Hardy, county club agent,
Library Association was held Mon
present to aid in the organization
day. Officers elected were: Foster
which
alerady has eight mem
Jameson, president; John Dvorak,
bers.
Named
"TheWarren Won
vice president; Earl Spear, secre
der
Workers,
”
which
was the name
tary; Harold Flanders, treasurer: 1
The outstanding polio victim of her age, Margaret Merrick, fifteen-year-old member of the “Quiz
several
years
ago
of
a girls' 4-H
trustees for three years. Mrs. Maude Ivids” team, divides her time between microphone and microscope, working spare hours in her father’s
Clark Gay, Mrs. F A. Brummitt and hospital for small animals. On January 14th the March of Dimes will get under way. Through this Club in this town, these officers
Miss Doa Gay; Mrs. Sarah Lash, generous outpouring of dimes and dollars from the American public, The National Foundation for In have been elected: President. Emilv
fantile Paralysis is able to pledge—and to carry out that pledge--that no infantile paralysis patient shall Smith; vice president, Virginia
librarian; Miss Agnes Creamer, go without hospital and medical care because of lack of money.
1 Underwood; secretary, Irene Pen
magazine committee; Mrs, Alice
ney; treasurer, Nathalie Wall; color
Stenger, entertainment and mem- was the daughter of Charles and
to do over again she would change
i
bearer,
Barbara Soule; cheer leadBroadbent
’
s
Letters
bershdp committee.
J
<seavey > Palmer. She was
nothing.
I
er,
Marion
Starrett; club reporter,
Mrs. Dorothy C. Harrington of born in Belfast but the family came
“They partook together of the
Maxine
Lindsey.
This club will
Portland is at the heme of her par here when she was a child and lived In This One He Tells Of the Holy Communion, she who had so
meet
the
evening
of
the first and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Milton Creamer. here for a number of years.
Last Hours Of Martyred 1 little need of preparation was pre- third Fridays in every month, and
She is caring fcr her mother, who
■ pared for death. She was free from
After moving to Bath she was a
Edith Cavell
has been ill.
! resentment and said: ‘I realize that the temporary leader until one can
teacher for the deaf at Northamp
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler of Scitu ton, and New Bedford. Mass., the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— j patriotism is not enough. I must be found, will be Mrs Moore. The
first meeting will be held Friday
ate. Mass., is in town, called by the Beverley School for the Deaf and
It is well at this time to recall the have no hatred or bitterness toward
night
at 7 p. m., at which time ac
anyone.’
illness of her mother, Mrs. Etta the New York Institute for the
cold, pitiless attitude cf the German
“She was taken out and shot be curate measurements and the food
Davis.
1 Deaf. She had been retired but a
officers
responsible
for
the
execution
fore daybreak. She was denied the scrap books will be taken up.
The High School girls’ and boys’ few years,
of
Edith
Cavell.
the
martyred
Eng

support of her own clergyman at Practically all the members of this
basketball teams played Union High ‘ Services were held Saturday from
here Friday and the local team won I the heme where she resided with lish war nurse, who cared for the end. but a German military new club are taking the cooking
both games They also played at her aunt, Mrs. Lillian S Frost. Rev. wounded German soldiers with tne chaplain stayed with her and gave and house-keeping project.
At the Thursday meeting of thes
Boothbay Harbor Wednesday, the Charles M. Tubbs, rector of Grace same tenderness she accorded others. her burial -within the precincts of
Happy-Go-Luckies
Girls’ 4-H Club,
the
prison.
He
did
not
conceal
his
girls losing and the boys winning. I Episcopal Church, officiating. The
Hugh
Gibson,
American
Consul
in
held
at
the
home
cf Mrs. Luella
admiration and said: ’She was cou
The War Finance Committee will bearers were Henry W. Owen. Jr.
Crcckett,
after
school,
the mem
Brussels,
strove
to
the
last
for
a
rageous to the end. She professed
meet at the High School Wednes- Alexander A. Burden. Perry L.
bers
checked
answers
on
a food
day night to discuss plans for the Thompson and Harry E. Litchfield. commutation of the death sen- j her Christian faith and said she was
quiz
and
a
consumers'
guide
quiz.
tence.
Here
follows
his
story
of
glad to die for her country. She
Fourth War Loan. District ChairAt
the
meeting
next
Thursday
the
events
leading
up
to
the
exe

died like a heroine.’ ’’
man Leon A. Dodge will be present.
WEST ROCKPORT
after school. Mrs. Anna Hardy will
cution:
Ray Witherell will outline the plan.
S. Newton Broadbent.
Miss Benna Anastasia has re
be present at a judging contest.
“During the siege of Antwerp I
The committee consists of: Chair- turned to the home of her aunt and
Siesta Key, Fla., Jan. 10.
The Knox and Lincoln Past
had
repeatedlj'
crossed
the
lines
dur

man. Raj' Withereil; business firms,’, uncle,
,
„
Mr. and, Mrs. Ralph Billings ing actual fighting at the request of
Grand
and Past Noble Grand As
K.
, .
_ K.
.
,Weston
. . and William
. , , H. i after an appendectomy
at Knox Field Marshal Van der Goltz to look
sociation
meets Wednesday night
Brooks, Jr.; chairman cf neighbor- 1 „
,
.
,, .
.
i Hospital and a week’s stay at the after German interests. Since the
at
the
Rockland
I.OX3F. hall
hood committees. M. s. L. T. Wes
' home of her grandmother in Rock- beginning of the war we had never
Supper
will
be
served
on arrival
ton; Winslcw's Mills. Edith E. Cuth' land.
of
guests,
and
those
not
solicited,
asked
a
favor
of
the
German
au

bertson, Vellis Weaver and Calvin
Leman
Oxton
has
been
confined
are
requested
to
furnish
sweets.
thorities,
and
it
seemed
incredible
Bragg; South Waldoboro. Grethel
j that they should decline to grant
At the meeting Monday of Mys
Winchenbach; North Waldoboro. to his. home by the grippe.
tic
Rebekah Lodge. Thomas WilThe Tuesday Club meets to-night us even a day’s delay to discuss the
Floyd O. Benner and Lowell Wal
dey
’
s
birthday was observed dur
I case of a poor woman who was, by
lace; East Waldoboro. Frank Salmi will be with Mrs. R. J. Heald
ing the program with papers and
A cottave prayer-meeting will be her imprisonment, prevented from
and Kaarlo Nurmi; West Waldo
poems by the various members,
boro. Alton G. Winchenbach; Dutch held Wednesday night with Mrs doinS further harm- and who‘e exe
j “Feeding Plans for 1944." will
and Gross Necks. Mrs. Jennie jKeith Crockett Due to uncertain ; cution in the middle cf the night at
be the subject Thursday at the
Chute and Mrs. Waldron Osier; weather conditions and other the conclusion -of a course of trick
I
meeting of the Pleasantville Farm
ery
and
deception
was
nothing
short
school committee, Mrs. Anne H. problems it has been decided to
of
an
affront
to
civilization.
Eureau,
at the home of Mrs. ChfHinckley. In the last drive, Wal hold cottage prayer-meeting instead
"Our
efforts
were
perfectly
use

ten
Meservey.
doboro did not reach its quota, but of meeting at the Church vestry
Woman’s Club study unit will
the number of individual purchases for this service, for a few weeks. less. however, as the three men with
whom
we
had
to
deal
were
so
com

meet
Thursday at 2 o'clock at the
were one of the highest in the State.
Mrs. Beverly Mills who had been pletely callous and indifferent that
heme of Mrs. P D. Starrett. Mrs
Local service and social clubs have
united in making it possible to offer at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John they were in no way moved hy any_ BOY TARZAN. Johnny Sheffield, Willis Vina], has been asked to give
Lane Sr. for several weeks has re thing we could say.
a War Bond as a prize to the stu12, perennially teamed with excerpts from the autobiography
“We did not stop until after mid Johnny Weissmuller in tiie “Tar cf George Washington Carver. Mrs
dent in the High School making the turned to the home of her mother
greatest number of individual sales. Mrs Gladys Keating at Warren night. when it was only too clear zan" adventure films, playing son Starrett will give a paper on the
of the latter, is really the son of life of Booker T. Washington, and
that there was no hope.
The student making the greatest Highlands.
number of cash sales will also be j George Parker is able to be out
“It was a bitter business leaving the well-k nown Broadway and Mrs. Fred Perkins will read some
leading man, Reginald
given a prize. Tire drive begins again following a hand infection the place feeling that we had failed | Hollywood
of the compositions of Countee
Sheffield. Little Jolntny is u de
and that the little woman was to be voted Boy Scout in r- .. 1 ■ life Cullen, the Negro poet,
Jan. 18 and will continue through whirti confined him to his bed.
Newly elected officers in the
Feb. 15.
I John Laine of Littletown, N H. led out before a firing squad within
The Woman's Club will meet recently visited his parents, Mr. and ' a fpw hours. But it was worse to
Read The Courier-Gazette
Congregational Ladies' Circle, are:
go back to the legation to the little
Tuesday afternoon with Rev. Mr. Mrs. Gustave Laine.
group
of EnglKi women who were
Richards of Bremen as speaker.
waiting
in my office to learn the re'
Mrs. Thomas Burke of St. John.
SOUTH
WARREN
suit of my efforts. They had been
N B. is guest of her sister-in-law,
I Edwird Barrett, son of Mrs. Edna there for nearly four hours while
Mrs. Robert Hanrahan.
; Barrett, left Thursday for training Mrs. Whitlock and Miss Larner sat
Mildred Palmer
at Parris Island, S.C.
with them and tried to sustain them
Word has been received of the
through the hours of waiting.
death of Miss Mildred Palmer. She
Buv War Bonds and Stamps
“There were Mrs. Yahan, wife of
the English chaplain; Miss B. and
several nurses from Miss Cavell’s
school. One was a little wisp of a
thing who had been mothered by
Miss Cavell and was nearly beside
herself with grief. There was no
way of breaking the news to them
gently, for they could read it in our
faces as we came in. All we could
do was to give each of them a stiff
drink cf sherry and see them home.
“It was a night I should not like
to go thrtiigh again, but it wore
through somehow, and I braced up
ar.d went to the legation for the
day’s work.
"The day brought forth another
loathsome fact in connection with
the case It seems the sentence on
w. I, White, author of THEY WEKE EXPENDMiss
Cavell was not pronounced in
.ABLE, ha* written a «uperh story of our fighting
men in the air, QUEENS DIE I’ROl DI Y. It is the
open court. Her executioners, ap
story of a living Fortre** erew in the terrific air
parently in the hope of concealing
their intentions from us. went into
her cell and there behind locked
door, pronounced sentence upon
her.
“Oct. 11 Mr. Gahan got a pass and
was permitted to see Miss Cavell
shortly before she was taken out
and shot. He said she was calm
and prepared and faced the ordeal
without a tremor.
“She was a tiny thing that looked
as if she could be blown away by a
breath, but she had a great spirit.
She told Mr. Gahan that soldiers
had come to her and asked to be
SERIALLY IN THIS NEWSPAPER
helped to the frontier; that,' know
HOI SEMAID CINDERELLA. Michele Morgan, in her transformation
ing the risks they ran and that she
from a housemaid to an heiress in the merry conspiracy hatched by
took, she had helped them. She
Leon Errol in “Higher and Higher," forthcoming film musical romance
in which Frank Sinatra, Jack Haley and Marcy McGuire also have
said she had no regret, no complaint
BEGINNING NEXT ISSUE
. 4 , - erinelp.1 ,ae. i,
to make, and tha* if she had

Read
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Queens Die Proudly

President, Mrs. Mary Halligan; vice
president, Mrs. Mildred Starrett;
second vice president. Mrs Corinne
Perkins; secretary’. Miss Frances
Spear; treasurer, Mrs. Caroline
Wyllie; ticket seller. Mrs. Elea
nor Barrett; penny collector, MrsCaroline Wyllie.

/.WHAT WAS THE ALI
FIGHTERS' SCORE
THE AXIS IN THE TL
'CAMPAIGN?

A stated meeting of Ivy Chapter
O.ES, will be held Friday night.

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

Serving School Children
Good Breakfast a Problem
“Off to school with breakfast or
without,” is the topic for discussion
in many homes. While the majority
of serious thinking parents realize
that adequate food is a prerequisite
to good work as well as to good
health, the younger generation isn’t
always easily convinced of its im
portance.
Good home organization is one of
the first steps in making young peo
ple “breakfast conscious’’ and get
ting them to eat the food that will
keep them working efficiently until
time for lunch, says Miss Annette
Young, nutritionist. University of Il
linois college of agriculture. It is a
good plan to establish a smooth
running orderly breakfast routine
right at the start of the school year i
and maintain it week after week.
Set the breakfast hour early enough
to allow ample time for eating, and
be sure the food is ready on sched
ule. Then, instead of coaxing, make
the food so attractive in appearance
and aroma that even the most in
different will be tempted.
While this first meal should sup
ply approximately one-third of the to
tal food for the day, don’t attempt
a hearty breakfast right at the start,
especially if those concerned haven't
been eating breakfast, or if their
school schedule makes an earlier
breakfast necessary. It is far wis
er to let them decide on the amount
of food and then try to increase it
gradually as their breakfast appe
tite develops.

APPLETON
School Notes

^HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed tone Hnes In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 5fl(cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to • Mne.
__
Special Notice: AU -blind •AeT so eoUed L e.
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourisrGasette office for handling, cost 2» cents additional.

H." GOTT, Vinalhaven.
5*T 7
MALE and female rabbit hounds lost.
H. N PROCTOR. Lake Ave, Tel. 846W
5*6
WILL the person who took the small
white dog on Lovejoy St, Friday
morning please return her. No ques
tions asked
MRS NORMAN KAL
LOCH. 43 Lovejoy St . City.
5*6
BLACK onyx ring lost Friday night
at Paramount rest room
Please re
turn to MRS HENRY GARDNER. 12
Gurdy St.
Tel 965R
5*lt
RATION book No. 3 lost. CLARA
HALLOWELL. 13 Traverse St.
5*T-7
GASOLINE ration books A and B
lost. Registration No. 149101. DON
ALD E PIERCE. Rockport. Me. 5*T-7
POCKETBOOK lost on train Thurs
day p. m. Finder please notify MRS
CHARLOTTE YOUNG.
Rockport, or
M. E WOTTON & SON. Rockland 5*6
RATION Books 3 and 4 lost. ADA
TINKER. CHARLENE TINKER. CO
LON TINKER. 63 Park St, City. 3*T 5
TWO Ration Books 3 lost, J. RUS
SELL DAVIS. BERTHA E. RADCLIFFE.
22 Knox St. Thomaston.
3*T-5
BABY carriage found.
Owner can
have same by identifying and paying
charges. TEL. 139-4.
4-5
LADY'S brown billfold lost near cor
ner Park and Main Sts, city. TEX.
CAMDEN 2590
4*5
BROWN SMELT PUNT lost Nov. 7,
1943. containing two oars and wind
lass with tender attached when lost.
Reward. A. J. RIPLEY, Bucksport, Me.
2-5

Primary room children having
perfect attendance for 15 weeks are:
Jacqueline Demuth, Beverly Me
servey, Earl Wadsworth and Alice
TO LET
J. Miller. Those missing one day
are: Clifton Fuller, Frank Hart,
THREEROOM apartment to
let;
Adrian Butler. John Clark, Maurice 17 Main St, Thomaston. Apply ON
4*5
Fuller. Lyndall Mink, Arthur Bean PREMISES
UNFURNISHED tenement to let,
and Delia Robbins.
Knox St.
JOHN STAHL, 58 Ran
4*5
Children having dental certificates kin St.
LIVE bait for sale. H. H CRIE CO .
are: John Clark. Beverly Meservey, 328 Main St, Rockland.
2tf
Lyndall Mink, Alice J. Miller and
IRON safe for sale, outside meas
urements 4S in. high. 31 in. wide. 27'i
Albert Moore.
In. deep.
Perfect condition.
CARL
Grammar room, children having E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove. Tel. Rock
land 103
2tf
perfect attendance for 15 weeks are:
Melisande Jones, Mabel Morang and
MISCELLANEOUS
Priscilla Wentworth. Kenneth De
muth missed one day. Children hav
•
This ls to notify all that from this
ing dental certificates are Melisande date
I will pay only those bills con
tracted by myself
Jones and Ronald Moody.
FRANCIS L. ELLIS.
Sale of Christmas Seals totaled
11 Bay View Sq, Rockland.
Jan.
5*7
$18.14. The two children selling the 18. 1944.
FREE'
If
excess
acid
causes
you
most w’ere Barbara Wadsworth. pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion.
Grade 4 and Edward Bean. Grade 8. Heartburn. Belching, Bloating. Nausea.
Gas Pains, get free sample. Udga. at
Sale of War Stamps and Bonds for CORNER DRUG STORE
2*16
15 weeks; Primary room. $2549.05;
PERMANENT Wave, 59c! Do your
own Permanent with Charm-Kurl Kit.
Grammar room, $2318.15; total, Complete
equipment, including 40
curlers and shampoo.
Easy to do,
$5267.20.
absolutely harmless. Praised by thou
The children are enjoying the hot sands including Fay McKenzie, glam
movie star. Money refunded If
lunches which started Dec. 6. List orous
not satisfied.
E. B. CROCKETT
102*6
ed on the menu are vegetable soup, STORES.
macaroni and cheese, baked beans,
creamed vegetables, corn chowder,
TENANT’S HARBOR
cocoa/ stewed primes, mashed po
The
Red Cross surgical dressings
tato. fruit juice, fish chowder and
group completed a fine year The
American chop suey.
faithful attendance of the workers
is greatly appreciated by the chair
man. To finish their last quota the
workers met from five to twelve
and give the change to fight hours each Tuesday, the Red Cross
INFANTILE PARALYSIS rooms open from 9.30 a m. to 9.30

Buy War Bonds

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
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HORIZONTAL
1-A great American
general
9-Withers
10-Readjust
12- Mother
13- Breathe in and out
15-Pronoun
17-An insect
19- Telegrams
20- Moved swiftly
21- Roman emperor
23- Country in Europe
(abbr.)
24- Gasp
25- Lacking courage
27-Hit
29- Period of time
30- Even (contr.)
31- Joins
34-Cease from action
36- Cows (Archaic)
37- Digit

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40- Ointment
(Latin abbr.)
41- Wild animal
43- King (Fr.)
44- Old English (abbr.)
45- Lingered
47- Royal Navy (abbr.)
48- Fleeced
50-A dwarf
52-Gave -

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Japanese protecto
rate in Asia
14-Prefix. Before
16-Amuse
18-Exchangir g
20-Dormant volcano in
United States
22-Egg-shaped
24—Iron
26-Scrutinize
28-Golf mound
VERTICAL
32- A number (pi.)
1- Myself
33- Part of a ship (pi.)
2- Swiss river
34- Plan
3- Company of seamen 35- Hoard
•
4-To specify
38-Propeller
41- Nude
5-Those who
undertake
42- Canvaa shelter
6- Pronoun
45- High hill (Eng.)
46- Female deer
7- Employ
49-Horsepcwer (abbr.)
8- Prefix. Backward
9- More lucid
51-State in United
ititude
State* (abbr<)

'

FULL size white Iron bed for sale
spring and mattress. Good condition.
2 WADSWORTH ST., Thomaston. Tel.
185-14. .______________________ 5^6
ELECTRIC washing machine, kit
chen range and parlor wood stove for
sale. L. COHEN. 37 Willow St____ 5 6
BLACK Winter coat, fur collar, size
42; 2 black clqth coats, size 20; open
grate wood' stove for sale. Call at 12
ELM ST . afternoon or evening.
5*6
HOUSE and furniture for sale. 59
WARREN ST, City.________________ 5*7
COLLIE Police pups for sale, male-.
$3 00, females $2.00; 14 KNOTT ST .
City._______________________ 5*6
CHILDS sleigh for sale. TEL 1050M.
__________________________________ 5*6
PURE bred Jersey cow. Just fresh
ened. and calf. Ideal family cow. 7
years old.
Milk rich In butterfat.
easy milker.
A. E. BURNS. Clarry
Hill. Union._______________ ___________ 5‘6
OAK platform body and V8 motor
parts for sale.
FOREST BRAZIER.
Tel. 472R__________________________ 5*6
SEWING machine for sale.
Price
$12.00 TEL 159M.
5*lt
SLABWOOD, 4-ft, for sale, delivered
or sold at the place. ROBERT ESAN
CY. Liberty. Tel. Washington 12-23.
________
4*5
ENGIJBH Setter pup 5 months old
for sale.
Tan and white.
ALBERT
ELLIOT. Thomaston
Tel. 27.
4*5
THE Sylvester place on Camden St.
fcr sale. I have a very low price on
this house, beautiful view of harbor,
small down payment.
Tel. 512M or
430
W H SPEAR_________________ 4tf
HAY for sale, according to quality
$15 to $18 In barn. $24 to $29 del. ROSE
HILL FARM. Owl s Head. Tel. 262R.
______________________________________ 4-7
CHASE saw mill for sale. 3 side
planer. 1936 Ford truck
Cross sills
for lobster traps.
B. M CLARK.
Union, Me.
4*5
TWO HORSE sled for sale, prac
tically new, $25
RANDALL JONES,
26 Main St.. Thomaston.
4*5
NOTICE-TO:
Rural Farmers and Fishermen living
beyond the electric high line and on
outlying islands using BATTERY RA
DIOS: We have plenty, at present, of
Standard Farm Radio Packs, some l‘,-t
volt Dry As. ”C ' Batteries, etc. Pur
chase for future requirements as
these batteries are all new and fresh
and will keep • for many months
without loss of service. C. O. D. Or
ders shipped promptly. Radio Service
for any make of Radio
HOUSE SHERMAN Inc.,
442 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
Electricians and Radio men since
broadcasting began
_____________________________________ 2tf
LARGE and small “Pot Top" circu
lating living room heaters for sale.
C. E. GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel.
1091W
2tf
ALL WOOL YARN for sale direct
from
manufacturer.
Samples and
knitting directions free. H. A. BART
LETT. Harmony. Maine.___________ 105-8
TWO drop head sewing machines for
sale, perfect condition. H. B KALER,
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25. Home
Sundays._____________________________ ltf
DESIRABLE property for sale to
Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
OOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
ltf

1. THE ALLIES KNOCKED
2.

4.

WOUNDED FROM
ZKB 2<6 (RUSSIA)

Courier-Gazel
*
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pation—in|

WANTED
MIDDLE aged woman wishes posi
tion as housekeeper or housework In
small family. MISS HELEN ROBBINS,
59 Warren St, City
5*7
COAL brooder stove wanted. Good
condition. Buckeye preferred. W W.
DEAN, Washington. Me
5 It
POSITION wanted as housekeeper,
anywhe-e
No children.
ROSE E.
JOHNSON, Box 83. R F D. 1, Thom
aston, care L A. Packard.
5*6
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J FLEMTNG, 19 Birch St Tel 212W 98-T tf
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves
In any condition. C. E GROTTON. 138
Camden St. Tel. 1091W____________ 4tf
FARM wanted to buy, in or near
Rockland or Thomaston.
Pay cash.
Write P O. 49. WAR REN___________ 4*6
RIFLE wanted. 32 special or 3-30
carbine. Give make, model and price
expected. ROY R BELL Thomaston
______________________________________4*6
WORK
wanted, inside
painting,
whdtening ceilings, scraping (floors,
all around inside caprentering. Will
work anywhere
ALFRED CHURCH
Tel. 114J. Rockland
4*5
WOOD choppers wanted. 6t once, $6
for 8 ft. )>.50 for 4 ft. Apply ROSE
HILL FARM. Owl's Head. Tel. 292M
4-7
TWO flexible flyers
wanted. TEL
837-4.________________________________ 3-5
NEED cash? I pay from $25 to $50
each for old hair cloth arm chairs;
also need old sofas, all sizes. Will pay
good prices for old marble top tables
and parlor lamps with colored flow
ers. Mall me a post card to W. J.
FRENCH. 10 High St.. Camden.
_____ ________
105tf
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
also marble top tables, and old
books. CARL SIMMONS. 2 Park St,
Tel. Rockland, 1240.
102tf
WILL buy antique furniture, glass,
china, etc? Highest prices paid. Write
or phone. CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen
Cove. Tel. Rockland, 103.
102tf

Jo£ E. SROWN. Ha
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p. m. During the year 1943 they
made 50.329 dressings, and in cele
bration held a supper and quiz pro
gram after the last meeting.
The Farm Bureau met at the
home of Mrs Alvah Harris recently,
the topic, “Feeding Ourselves From
Our Cellar Shelves.”
Naomi Chapter OE.S, will hold
its annual meeting Friday. Covered
dish supper will be served at 6.

ROCKLAND
(FIRST NATKI

KNOX COUN
Ai

ROCKLAND

1

A*
^Lsaaajsfifflas.

ASSOCIAI

' Tuesday-Friday

AERO QUIZ
/what was the allied
FIGHTERS' SCORE AGAINST
THE AXIS IN THE TUNI5IAN
/CAMPAIGN ?

By AERonca

VINALHAVEN
A /K
A A
A /\
A
A

3. WHO IS THIS FAMOUS MOI/iE
STAR WHO WAS A PIONEER
IN AVIATION ?
_

/

i
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3 what FAMOUS LIGHT plane is

SERVING AS THE "AMBULANCE"
OF THE NAW?
L

N

THE ALLIES KNOCKED OUT IO AXIS PLANES FOR EVERY 1 OF THEIRS.
2. JoE E. BROWN. HE FLEW AS EARLY AS 1911.
3. AERONCAS OUTFITTED WITH MEDICAL EQUIPMENT, CARRY THE
i WOUNDED FROM BATTLE AREAS.
14. ZKB 2<o (RUSSIA} HAS A RETRACTABLE LAMPING GEAR OF SKIS.
1.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent
The surgical dressings unit of
the Red Cross will meet Thursday
afternoon and evening at the
American Legion Home, it being
necessary to meet twice a week in
order to complete the required num
ber of dressings in the allotted
time.
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
met Wednesday at the home of
Mrs Max Conway. Lunch was
served Honors at cards were won
by Mrs. Vera Johnson, first; Mrs.
Cora Peterson, second.
Mrs. Eleanor Gregory was hostess
Friday to the Star Club. O.ES. Ten
members were present
A New
England boiled dinner was served,
and the afternoon spent with sewiff.
Wallace Smith. NS N. spent a
short leave the past week at the
home of his mother Mrs. J O.
Carver.
The Bridge Eight met Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Tena Christie.
Supper was served and the eve
ning spent with cards. Prizes
were won by Mrs. Carrie Fifield,
first; Mrs. Sada Robbins, second:
and Mrs. Mertie Stinson, third.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson
have returned to Boston after

spending the week-end with Mr.
Peterson's parents Mr. and Mrs
A. A Peterson.
Mrs. Jeannette Gregory has re
turned from several days’ visit with
Mr and Mrs. Charles Anderson in
Rockland
Vertna Wood

News has recently been received
here by relatives of the death Jan.
5 of Vertna Wood in Belfast.
Mr. Wood was bom Nov. 13. 1914.
son of Irving and Mildred (Kit
tredge Wood.
He had lived nearly all his life
in Belfast, but in frequent visits
here with his grandparents, the
late Mr and Mrs Charles Kit
tredge and his aunt, Mrs. George
Geary, had made many friends
here who will greatly regret to
learn of his death. He had lately
been employed at the Camden
Shipyard.
He is survived by his wife Mar
garet (King) five children, his
mother, one sister, Mrs. Ethel
Smith of this place, three
brothers, Ce^d of Denver, Malcolm
and Charles of Belfast.

Buy War Bonds

Every Pay Day
★ ★ w

Let's Double
Our Quota

Behind Eight Ball

Alter

THE LYRIC MUSE

At/DDlt
AMERICA

Ganders, At Midseason, Find
Themselves In a Hope
less Position
Every Gander’s view of the future
was obscured by a big black cloud of
• doubt as they went down to defeat
i again in the eighth match of the
' season with the Skippers Jan. 10 at
the Cas;ade Alleys. Eight times
I in a rcw they had wended their way
blithely dcwn to the alleys and e ght
times in a row they have gone
home with nothing to brag about
except perhaps seme individual
triumph over an opponent.
Not even the delicious supper of
beans and fishcakes that Host Leon
Sanborn had prepared (with the
assistance cf Cap’n Grimes) cculd
any more than temporarily' hearten
them, and keep their spirits up to
fighting pitch. Some of the Gan
ders complained at the table that
the Skippers seemed to be able to
grab off more than their share of
the food and to stow it away in
gi eater quantities,
while
the
Skipmen came back with the
assertion that it was just that
ability that gave them the edge ovei
the Ganders and was the reason
they had wen eight games in a row.
while the Ganders have been col
lecting nothing but goose eggs.
One of the highlights of the match

Today, with the eyes of the world upon us;
hr

Huntbcr 6 in a tertei on the
tounlriei of Middle America

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

YES NICARAGUA MS BANANAS—AND
coffee —but today gold is its

biggest export

PRICELESSS GIFTS
(For The Courier-Gazette|
The splendor of the universe
Is as an open door.
Help us to use Its beauties
That we may serve Thee more.
You gave to us these priceless gifts:
Eyes, with which we may see
The wonderous beauties of our land
Given as gifts from Thee.
Ail through the day till eventide
We walk down a flowerstrewn way.
Sometimes forgetting the Giver kind.
Of the beautiful gifts of day:
Darkness, with stardust draperies
furled
Comes with her mysteries deep.
Generously giving alike to all
The priceless gift of sleep
Mary E. L.Taylor,
Rockland.

TRIANGLE -SHAPED NICARAGUA. SOME •
WHAT LARGER THAN MICHIGAN, IS THE
LARGEST central AMERCAN PFPUBLIC
AND IUS THE THIRD LAEcVST POPULATION
(FO,000 SO MILES, I.J80.2faV PC*5- >

K at at at
NATURE STUDIES: THE SEAGULL
|For The Courier-Gazette |
That scavenger, the gray seagull—
Perhaps that part I'd better cull.
And think of them in sun or rain.
Or riding out a hurricane.
And sketch word pictures of their life
Prom mottled egg to shirking wife.
The mothers find a sunny place.
And there they rear the seagull race;
A seagirt isle they like the best.
On which to build their shallow nest.
And lay their eggs on grasses dried.
Within a few steps of the tide.
They keep the eggs warm through the
night.
Desert them with the morning llgth.
And let the cheery warmth of sun
Care for them days till brooding’s
done:
When hatched no helpless youngsters
they.
Each runs about in suit of gray.

I like to watch them chase a boat.
With load cf fish, to watch them float.
And soar, and sail, and wheel, and
dart.
And grab each luscious fishy part
The fisher throws, when dressing'
down
His finny load, on way to town.
When seagulls want a special treat
They shuck a mussel rather neat.
They drop it on a nearby rock.
Its shell is shattered by the shock
A strange and novel way to husk
A dainty toothsome blue mollusk.
Austin S. Calderwood
Vinalhaven.

LONG
'I:-

os rniuc. i:?

LARGEST IN central
AMERICA AND THE
WORLD'S OVLY FRESH-

0/ATER LAKE
CONTAINING MANEATING SHARKS.

Nicaragua and her titter re
publics in Middle America are
important United Nations
reservoirs of food and strategic
war crops. Today, more than
ever, the economic, geographic,
and political ties between the
United States and the ten
American nations immediately
south of us bind us together.
Hemispheric solidarity is
boond fo grow even stronger
in the common task of build
ing postwar security.

ULTRA -MOOERN CITY! FEW BUILDINGS
IN MANAGUA , NICARAGUA'S CAPITAL ARE
MORE THAN 12 YEARS OLD IN 1931
the city was virtually destroyed by
earthquake and fire and has been
completely rebuilt

was the shellacking that Skipper
Frank Adams gave to Gander Frank
Grimes, while another odd feature
was the neck and neck bowling of
• And here’s a real winner! Peanut
’Scotch Pie —a tender, flaky, oneSkipper Peterson and Gander Leon
Sanborn. Tliis pair bowled three crust pie with a new mellow-rich
filling, topped with delicate me
consecutive strings during the eve ringue. It's highly nutritious and
ning’s match and at no time were energy-giving, and it also makes
wise use of rationed ingredients.
there more than a few pins sepa Notice
the e-a-s-y two-step meth
rating them.
od for making pastry. In a jiffy,
The Gander boys started off at a creamy-soft Spry cuts into the flour
be sure to try this popular way of
respectable clip, losing the first —
making perfect pastry.
string by only one pin, but in the
Peanut butter is plentiful and
second heat “Wym” Guilford children love it. Make a Peanut
smashed out a 109 and some of the ’Scotch Pie today, and see how the
other Skippers hit the 90’s and that whole family goes for it!
was the beginning of the end.
Peanut ’Scotch Pie
2ii cups milk
One observer after w’atching
1 cup brown suprar. firmly packed
Cap’n Grimes bowl his first string
2 tablespoons cornstarch
3 tablespoons flour
remarked that he knew several lady
’•i teaspoon salt
2 eu(j yolks, slightly beaten
bowlers who could bowl more than
4 tablespoons peanut butter
1 baked Spry Pie Shell
66 and recommended that the Gan
Spry Pie Shell
2 egg whites
Mix l’.i cups sifted '.ll-purposb
ders put in a few female substitutes
4 tablespoons sugar
flour and
teaspoon salt. Meas
where they would do the most good
Scald milk in top of double boiler.
ure out 7 tablespoons spry and di
The Goose, while unquestionably Combine sugar, cornstarch, flour vide into two equal parts.
salt, and mix thoroughly. Add
STEP 1 for Tenderness —cut in.'
discouraged with the showing of his and
to scalded milk and cook until thick
first half of Spry until as fine as
once great team, loudly proclaimed and smooth, then cook 15 minutes
meal.
STEP 2 for Flakiness —cut in
that he still had $2.67 in U. S. money longer, stirring constantly. Stir rf
small amount of mixture into egg
remaining Spry until particles
in his possession and was going to yolks,
return to double boiler, and
size of large peas.
fight lt out on the Cascade Alleys cook a few minutes longer. Remove Addare3 tablespoons
cold water (no
until they actually won a game, if from heat. Add peanut butter and more, no less), mixing thoroughly
it took his last iron cent. And blend. Cool. Pour filling into baked into a dough. Roll Is inch thick and.
pie shell.
prick with fork. Place dough in pan
finally in one last grand gesture,
and let relax 5 minutes. Pat with
Beat egg whites until stiff. Ad«l
Scotty Littlefield announced that In sugar gradually, beating constant ball of dough to fit pastry into pan.
two weeks the boys would assemble ly. Pile lightly on filling. Bake in Trim pastry 1 inch larger than pan
and turn back edge. Flute rim. . . .
slow oven (325’ F.) 25 to 30 min
at his house, to put their feet under utes,
Bake in very hot oven (450° F.) 10
or until firm and delicately
his table and see what they would
to 15 minutes.
browned.
see. The understanding being, of
course, that what Scotty would
NORTH HAVEN
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
serve up would be just what was
Ronald
Gillis is a surgical patient
A devotional meeting will be held
needed to put the Ganders back in
Sunday at 1 30 at the home of Mrs. i at Knox Hospital
the running.
Wendall Howard, F3c, was home
“P. M.” Drew again played on the Amanda Maki. 4 Meadow Road.
j
from
Norfolk, Va. this week on
bench, this time it being the scorer’s
' furlough.
bench, as there was an odd number
NORTH WARREN
While working in the woods last
cf players available for the match.
H. D Past has harvested his ice.
Saturday,
Roger Raymond cut his
The Ganders protested a bit at al
Charles Kigel has bought a snow
lowing Skipper Drew to handle th? plow for use in this community.
foot.
pencil as they know how partisan
Mr. and Mrs George Gherardi of
he is to Skipper victories and
Rockland were recent guests at the
claimed that a slip of the pencil
home of her grandmother, Mrs.
MAKE EVERY
had already won too many games
Agnes Mills.
PAY DAY
for the Skippers in the past, but
Mr. and Mrs. Sawyer of Milli
WAR
af£er being placed under bonds and
nocket are guests this week at Nebo
an agreement allowing close <*»ser>?/B0ND DAY
Lodge.
vation of his addition, he was al
STOP SFENDIN6—SAVE DOLLARS
lowed to work at pencil pushing.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
One thing that reacted unfavor
ably to the P M.'s having the joo
of scoring was the fact that Vern
Mossman, who drives the mail truck,
and reads this column, checked up
on some of the scores put out and
found discrepancy of 10 pins in fa
vor of the Skippers. Vern remarked
it was bad enough for the Skippers
to beat up the Ganders the way
they* have been doing of late, with
out adding insult to injury and
robbing them of ten pins. The P
M. came back with the assertion
that the ten pins was just a bonus
the Skippers had earned by the
good work they were doing. The
score:
Ganders—Sanborn 270. Littlefield
241, Grimes 239 Bickford 251, The
Goose 275. total 1276.
Skippers—Peterson 270. Young
267. Adams 261. Anderson 259, Gullford 273. total 1330.

It’s dessert that makes the^ meal

LAUNCHED!
ODAY, the 18th of January, America’s Fourth War Loan starts.
It is the largest of all war loans in terms of individual partici
pation—in the amount you must dig down for.

T

And—it ia, perhaps, the moat important of all War Loans.
For it cornea at a time when the eyes of all the world are
upon us; the eyes of our friends, the eyes of our enemies,
the eyes of our own fighting men.

We have just entered the crucial year of the war, a year of des
tiny, a year that promises to decide how good or bad a world we’ll
have to live in all the rest of our lives. And the world is wondering
how deeply we mean it when we promise our men we’ll back their
attack, and when we promise our Allies we’ll stick with them not
only through the winning of the war but through the winning of
the peace as well.
The Fourth War Loan is the home front’s first big test of
this new and vital year. It will take unity and determina
tion of will of all the people to make the Loan succeed.

IE I

The need for this and other War Loans should be clear to every
American. This war is the costliest effort ever undertaken by any
country. It costs 250 million dollars each day. This is just the cost of
the war, in addition to the regular, inescapable cost of running a great
and huge country. Taxes can’t take care of all this outgo. Neither
can government borrowing from insurance companies, savings banks,
corporations, and other large investors. It is necessary to turn to the
people, their weekly wages, their savings accounts, the money tucked
away in pantry sugar bowls, in socks, under mattresses.
This is as it should be. In a democracy, war is the business
of all the people. Some must fight, some must work and
put up the money.

It’s the only way to raise the money. It’s also the right way to
raise the money. It gives you a good place to invest the extra money
you have today. It's a curb on inflation, on that dangerous bulk of
pocket money that leads to black markets and disastrous spending.
It’s a mattress for tomorrow, a sort of individually planned Social

Security that will bring in welcome money in the years ahead when
income might not be the Mississippi flood it is today.
These last are not the reasons for the Loans. They are extra
reasons, however, over and above the $1 interest you get on every $3
you invest. The fundamental reason for the Fourth War Loan is
that your beloved America, at war and in danger, needs your help!
Every one who has a job or savings, should invest at least $100
—if possible, $200, $300, or $500 extra. Some 5,000,000 Americans,
volunteers, will be working to sell these Bonds. One of these volun
teers will ask you to buy, where you work, at your home, or some
other place. If by some chance, you’re missed, find out where to
buy and buy on your own.

That’s
That’s

The place where you work will have a quota.
where you should make your major investment.
where your personal quota really counts.
But . . •

The place you live also has a quota. Try to invest there, too.
Other people will ask you. Salespeople, in retail stores, have volun
teered to help and have an individual quota. If they ask you to buy,
try to buy from them, too. Movie theaters, restaurants, schools,
banks, postoffices, and many other places also will be selling bonds.
The Fourth Loan is a test of us as

a

nation.

The eyes of our fighting men are
upon us to see if we are backing

WE BOUGH! EXIRA WAR BONDS
-*

them.
... The eyes of our Allies are upon
us to see if we are with them.
. . . The eyes of our enemies are
upon us to see if we are soft enough
to fall for a non-victorious, here-today-gone-tomorrow peace . ..

k

A

Are we? The answer is in
your pocket!

BACK THE ATTACK!
This Advertisement Is Sponsored By These Patriotic Business Houses
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

PERRY’S MARKETS

CUTLER’S

.FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

BELL SHOPS

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Dockland loan & building

CHISHOLM BROS.

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

GREGORY’S

DANIELS, JEWELERS

ASSOCIATION. .

In Packages and Tea Bags

at Your Grocer’s

Strand, Wednesd’y, Thursd’y, Frid’y, Saturd’y
THOMASTON

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
CAMDEN
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MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent

GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
*
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Milo E. Lewis of Turner, who was
sentenced in 1938 to serve 10 to 15
years in State Prison for the fatal
slaying in art Auburn apartment
Oct. 14, 1937 of Mrs. Methyle
Briggs, 40 year old divorcee and
mother of three children, died at
the State Prison Sunday, aged 51
years.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Warren and
daughter Jennie and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Warren were recent guests
of Mr . and Mrs Wilbur Strong. Mrs.
Strong returned home with them
and spent several days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter War
ren of Waterville. Last Wednesday
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Warren celebrated their 55 th
wedding anniversary
Capt. Earl Starrett is spending a
few days with his family at his
home on Main street
Garfield Dolliver who has been
confined to his home for over two
weeks with a bad case of the flu.
is now able to be up around the
house.
\
Two squads of the Motor Corps,
together with the ambulance, re
sponded to the call, during the mo
bilization Sunday, taking care of
two incidents, as ordered by Rev.
Hubert P Leach.
A supper will be served at 6 30
Friday, preceding the regular meet
ing of the Mayflower Temple. P. S.
The supper committee is: Mrs. Dora
Maxey. Mrs. Katherine Crawford
and Miss Cora Robinson.
Mrs. Winifred Tabbutt enter
tained a few friends for bridge
Thursday at her home on Main
.street. The highest score was held
by Mrs. Clifford A Clark and the
lowest by Miss Eliza Whitney. The
other guest was Mrs. (Herbert H.
Newbert.
Memorial services for Miss Annie
Olivia Gerry, will be held at the Da
vis funeral home, Thursday, at 1
o'clock.
Grace Chapter O.E.S. held its an
nual election of officers Wednes
day: Worthy Matron, Mrs. Marga
ret Stone; worthy patron. Forest
Stone; associate matron, Mrs. Bar
bara Jack; associate patron, Elvind
R Moss; secretary. Miss Helen
Studley; treasurer, Mrs. Cora M
Knights; conductress, Mrs. Adelle
B Roes; associate conductress, Mrs.
Dorethy I. Daggett; finance com
mittee, Hubert F. Leach, Mrs. Flor
ence H. Gardiner and Mrs. Leila
W. Smalley.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
have a covered dish supper at 6
o’clock Wednesday with a program
in the evening.
Richaid Webb of Syracuse, N. Y.,
spent two weeks with his grand
parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Newbert.
The High School will play its
second league game Friday, Cant
een at Thomaston in the Thomas
ton High School Gym.
Mrs. Roland Hahn is employed at
the National Store.
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot wfcs hostess
to the Contract Club Friday after
noon at her home cn Elliot street.

wAS Hl(NGTON-AND YOU
Washinton. Jan. 12-- Congress
has come back to face two very
pressing measures. One is consum
er subsides and one is the soldier
vote. Mustering-out pay is impor
tant too. but everybody favors that,
and I am sure some measure will
pass very quickly which will give
service men and women some sever
ance pay when they leave the
service.

Daniel A. Dougherty is a surgical
patient at the Thayer Hospital in
Waterville.
Midshipman • Jack McKean has
returned to the Maine Maritime
Academy Castine after passing the
week-end at his heme.
Mrs. Dorothy Perrin is visiting
The Senate passed a soldier vote
her mother. Mrs. Agnes Ware and
bill which leaves the arrangments
her daughter, Miss Ginette Perrin.
for service people to vote to the
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport will States. This may be all right in
address the Rotary Club today on lapces, but my feeling is that we
“Post War Maine". He will make must find a way for the service men
a tour of inspection of the ship and women to vote-it is unthink
yard in the afternoon and will ad able that they should be deprived of
dress the Lions CluB in the evening their rights because they are away
on the subject “Industry’s Transi serving their country. Many Sen
tion from War to Peace.
ators accepted the Senate measure,
Bob Them and Pat O'Brien in “The Iron Major”
Pfc. Edward Stinson recently voting against the original bill for a
passed a short furlough at his home I Federal Commission tc handle the
The highest score was held by Mrs.
on
Harden avenue.
j voting because they said it was unSPRUCE HEAD
Arthur Elliot and the second, by
Midshipman William Daucett of i constitutional to have a Federal
Mrs. Lucy Wall has returned
Mrs. Agnes Boynton. The club will
from Rockland after being guest the Maine Maritime Academy at | agency do it.
meet Friday with Mrs. A J Elliot.
several days of her daughter, Mrs. Castine spent the week-ertd at the
Some claim that this is States
Mrs Eliza Walker went Sunday
home of his mother, Mrs. Lois
. business. Tliis may be so but this
to Portland, Washington, D C. and Esther Harvey.
Mrs. Elbridge Simmons of Rock Daucett.
| need is only for tiie duration of the
Richmond, Va., where she will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel’ Batty of war and a way to give every person
land called recently on her daugh
for a time.
Park street are parents of a son in tiie service a chance to vote must
Mrs. Weston Young entertained ter, Mrs. David Past.
John.
the Rock Club Saturday night, at i Mrs. Fred Batty Sr. has returned
be provided. Our service men and
Midshipman Maynard L. Norton women overseas must not be dis
her home cn Fluker street In the home frc<ni Portland where she
party were: Deputy Warden and went to take her grandchildren to of Castine spent the week-end at the franchised because they are over
Mrs Rowell, Mr. and Mrs. Albert j their respective homes.
home of his parents, Mr.andMrs. there fighting.
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Warren 1
Keith Norton.
The House passed a bill which
Friends were saddened to learn of
Knights, and Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Arthur
Clough,
George
Young,
banned
general consumer food sub
the death of Coast Guardsman
Maloney of Pleasant Point. The
Charles
Dailey
and
Albert
Hastings
sidies and tiie Senate is pow wortwo highest prizes were won by Clarence Beal in a Los Angeles enjoyed a fishing trip Sunday at ing on a compromise. I hope that
8.
following
wounds
Hospital
Jan
Mrs. Warren Knights and Albert
Pemaquid Pond.
Andersen ,the low, Mrs. Albert An received last May at Guadalcanal.
put them in front 16-9 at the half.
Mr. and Mrs. Beal resided here for
Jones-Pitcher |
derson and Mr Rowell
several months while Mr. Beal was
Tiie third period was a low
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Pitcher
Diplomas for Three
stationed on White Head.
announce the marriage of their scoring period Camden tallying five
Graduation exercises under the
Miss Irene Rackliff visited Sunday daughter, Elizabeth Alice Pitcher, to points and tiie visitors two points.
accelerated program, were held in with Mrs. Josephine Waldron in
Dr. Robert Clark Jones. Jan. 7, in Camden opened up again in (lie
the High School auditorium Thurs
Rockland.
New York City. The bride
a final period adding 12 points to
day for 3 members cf the Senior
graduate
of
Camden
High
School
l.t. Robert Wolf was a business
their score and wound the game up
class—Joseph Allen Richards, Av
and
is
a
trained
nurse.
Dr.
Jones
visitor
Friday
in
Portland.
at
33-15, Grindle scored high for
erill Lee Robinson of this town, and
is
the
son
of
John
Lloyd
Jones
of
Camden
with 13 points and Kelley
Miss
Eleanor
Morton
returned
Richard Irving Fales of Cushing.
Henry,
Ill.
j
and
Lynch
picked up 6 points each
Mr. Robinson, son cf Mr. and Thursday to Presque Isle after six
Dr.
Alan
K.
Chalmers
performed
,
for
the
visitors.
In a preliminary
Mrs. Harold Robinson has already weeks leave passed with her mother
the
ceremony
in
the
chaple
of
the
game the Thomaston Lassies over
entered the Naval Reserves, and the Mrs. Leland Morton. Miss Morton
Broadway
Tabernacle
and
the
powered
the local team and Landed
is
a
member
of
the
Warns.
other two are expected to be called
maid-of-hener
was
Miss
Sylvia
them
a
31-17
defeat. Jean CriFwas
shortly.
Roddy Elwell Sic stationed at
Another diplcma was presented to Great Duck Island Light Station is Peabody of Newburyport. Mass., and high for the visitors with 12 points,
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark for their spending six days leave with his the best man was Dr. Richard Kerr and Rankin led the Camden attack
son Robert Levi Clark, who joined parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Elwell. of New York City. Following the with 9 points. The scora:
ceremony a reception was held at
the Seabees in the middle of his
Camden
Church services are being held I the home of
Mrs gheldon
senior year in 1943, and who is now
G.
F. Pts.
I Sunday at the home of Mrs. L. C. Reed c,f New York Clty
serving overseas.
13
Grindle ............... 6
1
Elwell during cold weather.
Basketball
The stage was decorated with a
8
Williams ............... 4
0
color schme of red, white and blue
The Camden High Boys Basket Allen ...*............... 2
5
1
with large red numerals ”1944'' KEEP ON...................
ball five rolled over a surprised Leonard ................ 0 _
1
1
prominent in the background. The
C
Thomaston team Friday night to Bryant ................. 3
0
senior class sat in the front of the
come out on top with a 33-15 victory.
auditorium and other pupils cf the
33
15
3
Thomaston led throughout the
High School were in attendance as
first
period
but
the
light
but
fast
Thomaston
well as the faculty, guest speakers, • WITH WAR BONOS • Camden team started an attack that
Pts.
G.
F.
parents and friends.
6
Kelley ................... 3
0
The program was: March by Miss
1
Beattie ............... 0
1
Jean GiIchrest, pianist; invocation,
6
Lynch ................... 3
0
Rev. Hubert F. Leach; “God Bless
0
Reiljy ................... 0
0
America.’’ by the Senior Class; sa2
Sullivan ............... 1
0
lutfe to the Flag; group song, Call
i. • • •' ’'.
.
To Duty, by the senior class; violin
.; £
c
7
1
15
sclo, Miss Bertha Luce; Life, a
’.W
Substitutions,
Thomaston,
Kan

Landscaping Job. by Frank D. Rowe
gas; Camden, C. Grinnell. Referee,
of Warren, former superintendent
S'
’
By WINIFRED S. CARTER
*
Wotton. Time, four 8’s.
of Warren district schools; presen- |
taticn of d plcmas, by Superintend
To use soap sparingly for face,
ent of Schools Charles E. Lord; Soap Saver Hints for Wartime
hands
and bath:
Auld Lang Syne, class of 1944; ben
1. Make lather by rubbing cake
Because
soaps
and
the
material
ediction. Dr. H. W. Flagg.
from which soaps are made are of soap only once or twice. Then
both vital to the war effort, it is rub skin vigorously with hands,
cloth or brush to help soap remove
essential not to waste soap.
Eyes’ Color Perception
Since soap is used so frequently dirt. A nail brush helps get hands
Still Remains a Mystery during the day in most households clean with little soup.
There are more than a dozen the- { (o wash dishes, laundry, for face,
ories advanced to explain how the hands and bath, these hints, de
human eye sees colors, yet none of veloped by Procter & Gamble,
them are entirely satisfactory. It is America’s leading soap manufac
generally believed that complex turers, will prove useful.
chemical changes take place in the
Here are four important rules to
retina of the eye, and until more remember:
complete knowledge is obtained in
1. Never allow bar soap to stand
respect to the chemistry of vision, in water.
the question will remain unsettled. J 2. Place bar in dry, well drained
2. In shower bath, use soap on
One theory of color perception as soiip dish when not in use.
a wash cloth instead of rubbing bar
sumes that there are three basic
soap on body.
color sensations—red, green and vio
3. When hands are greasy or
WK&
let—and that there are three kinds
covered with heavy dirt, wipe on
of nerve cells, each with its special
paper or waste rags before wash
photochemical substance. Thus, red
ing with soap.
1 Ught ra-vs excite one set of cells,

tthti

S8M8

■ ■■■ ■ ««
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“Zeros coming up! Bombs away!”
And the Flying Fortress hits for a
friendly cloud.
You’ll thrill to this true story of
the gallant crew of a Flying Fort
ress. by W. L. White, who wrote
THEY WERE EXPENDABLE.
He lets the fighters tell their story
in their own simple, moving way.
Be sure to read—

QUEENS DIE PROUDLY
By W. L. White

IN THIS PAPER

Starting Friday

and

the green and viole: rays other

groups of cells. Other colors, as
yellow, result from mixtures of the
three basic color sensations. This
theory does not explain very well
how we see black objects.
Arjther theory of color Vision,
while also assuming the presence of
three photochemical substances -i
in
thC r,Cl‘na’ ?OnClU,d5S_th3t
six different qualities cf sensation.
One set of cells, according to this
theory, gives white and black sensa
tions. The other two cell groups
yield red-green and yellow-blue col
or sensations.
A third theory holds that colorless
sensations—white, gray and black—
arise in the rods of the retina and
that color sensations are produced
in the cones, with both cells utiliz
ing the same photochemical sub
stance.

NOTICE!
Thomaston American Legion

Will Discontinue Beano Until April 1
Due to weather conditions and shortage of fuel

Williams-Brazier Post, A. L
Thomaston

4-5

■

By Margaret Chase Smith

3. Use scraps of bar soap to make
suds in laundry or dish pan. For
dishwashing, use a wire shaker, or
On the beaches of Italy, in the
tie in a cloth. Or make a soap
!
jungles
of the Pacific—planes, tanks,
jelly by dissolving scraps In boilThe same rules applied to dish
artillery
must move—and fast; no
ing water.
: washing and laundry will also help
j waiting to build roads or airfields.
4- With granulated soaps it is, to save soap.
best to I,our !lbout % inch of cold
Every lime you use soap remem- ' That's when our soldiers must un
water in the bottom of the pan, add I ber to save soap, for your savings, roll these “steel mattresses,” as you
the proper amount of soap, swish, added to those of millions of other see them in this photo. Your War
(hen fill pan with hot water to ' American households? will help the Bonds pay for tnem.
U. S. Treasury Dc[arhnent
desired level.
j war effort.

a compromise will be found which
I can accept. I voted for the bill
that passed the House because it
canied the Walcott amendment
limiting subsidies. I have been
afraid that an unlimited subsidy
program would run up huge tax
bills and be harder cn' the pocket
of the average consumer than
paying the cost of living now.
This is what I said in my Weekly
Letter of July 15, 1943, immedi
ately after that vote. At that time
I also said that perhaps a selected
and limited subsidization could be
used to hold down cost of living,
but the legislation should be speci
fic.
Appeals continue coming to me
for Canadian labor for cutting
pulpwood. I have talked with Ca
nadian officials and worked with
our own State department and War
Manpower men for months. Paper
manufacturers feel that Canada
should continue to supply the men
we need and I agree that this is
desirable, but we are told that there
is a shortage of man power in Can
ada as there is here, that they are
struggling with manpower problems
similar to ours. Something must be
done and I have again requested
the War Manpower Commission to
tell me what, plan they have to
meet this problem before it becomes
acute. It seeme to me that we
should not depend entirely on any
one source for woodsmen, that there
should be a definate policy for la
borers in vital industries.

Chester Morris and Morgan Conway in “Tornado"

George Byron and Dale Evans in “Hoosier Holiday’’

ROCKPORT
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HELEN HAYES BRINGS HOME THE BACON

E A CHAMPNEY
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The Twentieth Century Club
meeting for this week has been
postponed on account of illness of
members.
The Johnson Society wall meet
Wednesday with Miss Marion
Weidman.
Mrs. Vinson Davis and daughter
Helen are visiting in Hartford,
Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Yeung and
daughter Ruth and Mrs. Mildred
Easton of Camden were guests Sat
urday of Mr. and Mrs. Lou E.
Upham.
Everett 3. Merrill and daughter
Mrs. James Miller are confined to
the house with the grippe.
Lloyd Rhodes is employed by the
Camden, Rockland & Thomaston
Bus line.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S..
will hold a picnic supper in con
nection with its meeting tonight,
and will also practice for installa
tion.
Installation of officers of Fred A.
Norwood, W.R.C., will be held Jan.
28 Mrs. Effie L. Salisbury, past
president wil lbe the installing offi
cer. All officers are asked to be
present at the meeting Jan. 21 for
practice.
Rockport Farm Bureau will
meet Thursday with Mrs. Helen
Brewer. Camden street, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. George Turner of
Connecticut are in town called here
by the serious illness of Mr. Turer’s mother.
Mrs. Herbert Poland is a pneu
monia patient at the Mae Murray
Nursing Heme.
Mrs. Abbie Sylvester is able to be
out of doors after serious illness.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Maude
Carleton.
Elbridge Grafton, CMlc spent
the week-end with his family. He
was accompanied by Mrs. Grafton
upon his return to New York.
Mrs. Belle Coates was guest Sat
urday of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lor
ing, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Young and
daughter Beverly and Mr. and Mrs
Rexford Anderson and daughter of
Rockland were callers Sunday at
the heme of Mr and Mrs. Ralph
H. Wilson.
Neighborhood ledears are re
quested to meet today at 4 o'clock
at the Red Cross rooms. Masonic

America’s leading actress, Helen Hayes, who has been conscientiously
saving all used fat in her household for war use, welcomes the decision of OPA to allow extra meat ration points for used kitchen fat.
Here on her regular weekly trip to market, she turns in her used
fat for bacon.
Block to plan the new War Bond Subscribe to The Courier-GazetttjL.
Drive, Jan. 18-Feb. 15. The quota
is $76,230. The campaign will be
carried out under direction of Earle
Aehorn, Mrs. George Crockett. Mrs.
Evelyn Cunningham, Mrs. Ray
mond McFarland and John Moulto of the High School faculty.
Ralph H. Wilson is employed at
the Enos Ingraham store for a
short time.
R. L. Jones is a patient at the
Smith Convalescent Home, 160
Pleasant street, Rockland.
Put a few drops of Va-tro-nol up
each nostril at the very first sniffle
or sneeze. Its quick action helps
prevent many colds
developing. Follow VICKS
and give the change to tight

#fleas

AT FIRST
SNIFFLE,
SNEEZE

Buy War Bonds

INFANTILE PARALYSIS

VA-TRO-NOL 4

STITCHERS
WANTED
EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

SRU DAN .... Sliipfixin’ Man!
WHAT ARE
WELL,SHIP REPAIR UNITS
THEY'RE ON REPAIR OR
MOS’ OF THEM, HOWEVER,
SOME OF
KEEP 'EM FIGHTINGf THIS
COMBATANT SHIPS, READY
ARE AT ADVANCE NAVAL BASESTHE THINGS WAR IS A LONG WAY FROM
BUILT BY THE FAMOUS SEABEES.
TO MAKE EMERGENCY
5RU'S
H0MT. A BADLY DAMAGED \ REPAIRS DUE TO BATTLE THEY ARE EQUIPPEO TO FIX
SHIP CAN'T ALWAYS BE TOWED ' DAMAGE OR ACCIDENT." ALL EXCEPT MAJOR OAMAGE.
DO'
TO THE US. A. AND EVEN
ASA RESULT OF SKILLED
MINOR DAMAGE CAN PUT A
EMERGENCY REPAIRS BY
SHIP OUT OF ACTION.THAT’S
SMJ'S, SOME OF OUR SHIPS,
WHICH OTHERWISE MIGHT
HAVE BEEN LOSE HAVE BEEN
ABLE TO TRAYELTH0U5ANDS0F

THE NAVY HAS WON MANY
VICTORIES BECAUSE OUR
SMI'S HAVE BEE’! CN
HAND WITH THE WILLS
SKILL TO “KEEP 'EM
FIGHTING.1'AND NOBODY
REALIZES THIS MORE
THAN THE NAVY MEN
WHO MAN OUR
FIGHTING SHIPS.

SAYS DAM:
THAT LOOKS
LIKE THE SPOT
FOR ME r
WAIT'LL I
HAVE ANOTHER
TALK WITH
MY WIFE..

ANDTHEN
THE

SRU'S
BETTER MAKE
'WAY FOR
ANOTHER
CARPENTER'S
A MATE.”*

Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person

VANBAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO. I
CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Persons now engaged in essential indusatry will not be
considered)

90-tf
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“TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Dear Mrs Fuller:—
For seme time I have been sav
Mrs. “Ginger” Fraser Told of ing the articles appearing in The
Women Workers—Colby’s Courier-Gazette signed “K S F."
President Roberts”
reading them thoroughly, always
Colby spirit was strong last night deriving knowledge and inspiration
Mrs. Edward Wiswall of Wellesley, Arthur R. Sullivan returned re
at the mid-Winter meeting of the frem them and reahzing the exten
Mass., was in Rockland last week cently to Brooklyn, after a weekKnox
Cclnty Colby Club with a sive research required. I more
visiting her sister, Mrs. George B. end spent at his home here.
------! satisfactory group on hand to hear than appreciate them.
Wood, Talbot avenue. Mrs. Wood
Recently I found in print The
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Young Mrs p^yUis st. Clair Fraser speak
entertained with luncheons several
Ten
Commandments in verse and it
times, gathering many friends of J left yesterday for Smyrna Beach- CJ1 her w-3rk as head of the Personrecalled
the year I spent in the
Mrs. Wiswall to enjoy her stay.
Fia where they will remain until,
nt at the
Port.
eighth grade, Tyler Schccl. with
the Wintry March winds have spent
'
M ss Mary Tyler as teacher It was
t.ieir
force.
They
were
accompanied
land
sb.pyard
Tonian Circle of the Universalist
as
far
as
Bcston
by
Mrs.
Young
’
s
j
The
Copper
Kettle
maintained
its
there that I learned many gems
Church will meet Wednesday night
____ ««_____ -r_____ a__ 11__ hl
that have lingered
with me
mother,
Mrs.
Isabelle
Twaddell,
who
fine
reputation
with
the
Colby
with Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin, Broad
throughout
these
years.
Morning
will
spend
the
Winter
there
with
group by sending an excellent roast
way
her daughter Mrs. Charles Keene. beef supper and singing was led bv exercises consisted cf ’ scripture
reading. Lord’s Prayer and choice
Mrs Seabrook Gregory was hostess
Mrs. Dr. Smith. Vice President Di
selections. Beatitudes ranged from
The
Women
’
s
Educational
Club
to Mite Club yesterday afternoon
ana Pitts presided in the absence of
A to Z, such as “A good name is
for dessert bridge. High scores in will meet in the Universalist vestry President Horace Maxey.
rather to be chosen than great
contract went to Mrs. Arthur Haines Friday, at 3 o’clock. A very el
A most entertaining part of the
and Vfrs. Charles Emery.
Special ficient vice president, Clara Sawyer, program consisted of selections read riches;” “Be ye kind,, one to an
guests were Mrs. Ray Eaton and w*ii preside in the absence of the by Mrs. Pitts from “Colby’s Presi other;” “Cleanliness is next to
Mrs. Sanford Delano.
The next ; president, Mary Perry R;ch who is dent Roberts,” Soule, showing the godliness," etc., teaching the young
meeting will be with Mrs. Fred Lln- spending the Winter in Florida. A dynamic ualities and fine character mind many wonderful lessens.
fine program has been arranged for
iken, Jan. 31. '
of the late prexy. A majority oq Miss Tyler was my most dearly
the afternoon and evening and it is
these present ha dattended Colby beloved teacher during my school
Vesper E. Grover, formerly of hoped for a record attendance It under Pres Arthur J Roberts either days and her manner of instruction
Rockland, has been a recent patient is also annual guest night, and as head of the college or as pro has always been a pleasure to re
at the Maine General Hospital in members are reminded to take fessor. and in one case, that of E. call. English and language were
Portland He is now at his home (coffee,
C. Teague of Warren, as a college my chiefest dekghts as taught by
at 407 Cumberland avenue, Portland,
mate.
The rollicking and serious her. Reading and spelling were
Methebeesc
Club
meets
Friday
convalescing, and would be pleased
anecdotes that developed among the given daily; arithmetic was never
afternoon in Masonic Temple.
too hard for her to instill into my
to hear Jrom his friends.
group proved most delightful.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Alice Karl,
mind
and such studies as history
Several musical numbers by Kitty
Mrs. Lizzie French will entertain Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth, Mrs. Laura McLaughlin were most warmly de and geography were simplified by
E.F.A. Club Wednesday afternoon Buswell, Miss Ellen Cochran and ceived by the highly appreciative her instructions. Singing lessons
“Best
and others like drawing and deat the home of Mrs. Retta Cole, Miss Caroline Jameson.
group.
Sellers
”
will
be
discussed
by
Mrs
Bicknell Block.
Mrs. Fraser, widow of Colby’s signig brought cut much talent
Angelica Glover.
among the pupils. Were I a singer
greatest football ace, the late Paul
and called upon to dedicate a song
Second Lieut. Richard J. Rising
F. “Ginger” Fraser, brought an in
James F. McIntosh has moved
vas in Rockland a few hours Sat
tensely interestiing story cf the lives to her memory, I should surely
urday visiting libs grandmother, from 95 Park street to 45 Broad of women in the great shipyard, choose “How dear you are. how
Mrs. Harry T Rising. He has been street, one of the Borgerson 4.050 of them working under her sweet your tenderly smiling face,”
on a 15 days’ furlough from Georgia apartments.
charge and her love for and under Always she has remained my idea
of sweetness and a gem among
where he has been stationed some
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis M. Gardner standing of her huge family was evi teachers of another generation.
time. He visited his mother, Mrs.
dent in every wold she spoke. Mrs.
Mertice Colbeth in Atlantic, and of Whiting are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
I thought you might like to use
Fraser leels that the women will
his brother, Elmer A, Rising in Henry A Gardner in Rockland, and have no desire to do the heavy man the Ten Commandments in your
Reading, Mass. He is now on^ his Mr. and Mrs. Rcllo M Gardner in
very interesting column
Also
ual labor of the shipyard which
way to a new station at Fort Bliss, Camden.
thought
it might interest you to
quickly saps their youth, energy and
Tex
know that the salesman who cares
Mis. Rita Brogan of Portland is good looks, as soon as men are fcr your papers need comes into the
her
nephew,
Philip available. She feels that most of Y.M.HA weekly and I have many
Edward J Sullivan, Flc, son of visiting
them are there for patriotic reasons
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Sullivan, Berk Rowling.
nice chats with him, as he knows
plus the lure of high wages, know
ley street, graduated Jan. 10 from
this section of Maiqe very well.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong of ing they fill a vital role in the great
Wentworth Institute in Boston gnd
I am deeply interested in all fea
is on a nine-days’ furlough here. Portland were guests Saturday of war emergency, but recognizing the tures cf The Courier-Gazette and
He will leave then for Washington Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert. j fact that they can’t do a man’s lock forward to each issue.
work as well as a man.
State.
Eliza H Plummer
Mrs. Florence Dean Kirsner has
She is vastly proud of the accom
Rockland,
Jan.
5.
returned to her home in Boston plishments of the group and de
Coat clearance sale at the Vesper
TEN COMMANDMENTS IN VERSE
after a visit with her parents, Mr. scribed in detail the unbelievably
A. Leach Specialty Store, 367 Main
Thou no God shalt have but me.
and
Mrs.
F.
C.
Dean
of
Shaw
difficult and often times dangerous Before no Idol bow thy knee.
St.
2-5
avenue.
work they perform. In conclusion Take not the name of God In vain,
Nor dare the Sabbath day profane.
she said, “I am proud to be one of Give to thy parents honor due.
The Shakespeare Society will the women workers in this yard, and Take heed that thou no murder do.
Abstain from words and deeds un
We Are Official War Bond Issu
hold its annual guest meeting I proud Of every one of them.”
clean.
ing Agents. Buy Your War Bonds
Steal not. for thou by God art seen.
Monday night at 7.45 in the
At
table
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ev

Tell not a willful lie. nor love lt.
Here Any Hay—Hay or Night . . . Universalist vestry.
Miss Mary erett E. Pitts, Mrs. Mabel Withee What Is thy neighbors’, dare not covet.
Put Your Name On Our Giant
—Author Unknown
Soule, a graduate of the Emerson and Mrs. Gladys Jones Heistad otf
Bond Display In Our Lobby . . .
School of Oratory and now a Rockport; Miss Anne Boynton. Mrs.
Do It New, Today!
member of Rockland High School Rose LaBlanc and Miss Sarah Hary
faculty, will give a reading of the of Camden (the latter a Colby
play, “Candle in the Wind,” by freshmen ); Edward C. Teague and
Maxwell Anderson.
Mfss Bertha Teague of Warren.; Mr.
TODAY, WED., THURS.
Sgt. Joseph Preslopsky and Corp. and Mrs. Hervey Allen, Mr. and
DOUBLE HIT PROGRAM
Margaret Hagan of Camp Langdon. Mrs. E. Carl Moran, Mr. and Mrs.
don't throw away used food cans.
J Roland Ware. Dr. and Mrs. E. J.
In. H., were weekend guests of Mrs.
Remove labels, wash, flatten. Put in
Preslopsky and Mrs. Margaret A I Smith. Mrs. John Smith Lowe, Jr., separate container next to your
Rackliff. On their return they were M.s. Ruth B. Spear. Alden W. Allen trash can. Save for local pickup.
accompanied by Mrs. Preslopsky. and John M. Richardson of Rock
land.
who will be in Portsmouth, N H ,
Read The Courier-Grazette
for a few days.
MRS. CHARLES F. PRESCOTT
Funeral services were held Wed
Miss Madeline Mahoney, cashier
Starring
BUY.
nesday
at the Burpee Funeral
at Perry's Park street market, spent
IHISTER MORRIS
the weekend with her parents. Mr.' Home for Mrs- Charles F. Prescott,
Mrs. Charles T. Mahoney in she was a daughter of Henry P.
NANCY KELLY
©•’ and
ON SALE AT THIS THEATRE
Belfast.
' " heeler and Maria (Ford) Wheel
a paramount ricTutf
DAY AND NIGHT
er cf this city. She was married
CO-HIT
A
BOND
FOR EVERY SEAT
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Oct. 13. 1888 to Charles F. Pres
♦econd floor, 16 School street, Odd cott and had always resided in
Fellow* Block, City, Tor Furs, Fur Rockland.
Mrs. Prescott is survived by her
Coats
and Cloth Coats at moderate
HOOSIER
ROCKLAND
orlcea.
otf husband, a son. Herbert A. Prescott
of Thomaston; a daughter, Mrs.
WED., THURS.,
Buv War Bonaa and Stamps
Ralph la-ighton of Bangor; two
sisters. Mrs. Adelaide Lurvey, Mrs.
FRI., SAT.
DALE EVANS GfORC-f PYPON
Elvira Follett; a grandson. Charles
rile HOOSII*
.
■ HOT SHOTS
•
SPENCER CORSETIERE Prescott of Boston; and a grand
Tt>c MUSIC MAIDS
Foundation Garments and
daughter, Dorothy M Prescott of
and A HOST OT RADIO STABS
Mitj hel Field. Hempstead. (Long
Belts
Island,
N. Y.
mrs. mona mcintosh
«toppe®\
PLUS LATEST NEWS
TEL. 296-W

KAND-DRINKWATER

That Colby Dinner

This And That

Social Matters

P££AS£
DON'T,
IAOY

far Bonds

2*5

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

YOU CAN ALWAYS
DEPEND ON

By K. S. F.

Japan has been left a lone wolf
in this war. The Nazis help her
only when it helps Germany and
Russia leaves her alone to win or
lose.
• e e •

How many have a philosophy of
life ot follow’ All too many are
prone to just live, lacking founda
tions of humor, cheerfulness, love.
music, art and romance.
e e e e

Wheelbarrows have become as
| scarce as the proverbial hen’s teeth.
SoM be careful of yours. A little oil,
a coat of paint will help keep it
• a a a
Approximate1” L6,COO American
useful and ready to do your calling
families adopt children annuallj
Isn’t this a surprise to you? It was
to me.
• • • •
False decks, built above the top
decks of some 7,000 cargo vessels
since 1940, have accounted fcr 10
percent more war goods being car
ried overseas and saved for the Al
lies.
• • • •
What an excellent idea to use
granite for sidewalks. It takes more
than one frost to, put them out of
commission.
a a « ••

It is a fact when one pretends to
be what he is not, he will never be
come as much as he could be in this
life.
• • • •
One who is a real lady knows ail
the answers—but seldom gives them
• ♦ ♦ *

Blueprints for tomorrow are not
any good if men are yellow. States
men who think so are pretty apt
to be green.
• * * •
Yes, Dorothy Lamour is pretty but
who told her she could sing? Why
must radio time be taken with such
bellows grindings of froth filled
throat?
• * • •
About 15.000,500 pounds of apple
syrup was produced in 1943 for the
purpose of replacing glycerine used
in processing tobacco.
• • • •
Congress once met in a hotel after
the British in 1814 had partically
burned the city of Washington.
• • • •
Did you realize this? A mine
sweeper contains enough lumber to
build 20 average civilian houses.
• • • •
I wonder did you ever see
A bit of wood from off a tree
One-half so tricky as a ski?
• • • •
Of all the foods for man’s use
and consumption, probably milk is
the most perishable and needs the
most care and protection if kept
free from harm
• • • •
Until 1931 there weye no out
standing biographies of individual
composers written for young persons
Since that date there have been
many to encourage music as a study.
• • • •
“If Brewster is Owen
What is he owen?
And why not pay it to'Ralph?”
0 • • •

There are now in the United
States, 26 national parks and they
are much enjoyed by the public.
• • • •
The Attorney General was not a
member of the President’s Cabinet
until 1814.
• • • •
Two Chinese astronomers were
punished by death for failure to
predict an eclipse in the year 2158.
fighting hero oi
B.C., according to the ancient
gridiron and
battlefield.
classics of that country.
• • • •
The first European to land in
what is now California was in 1542
at San Diego Bay.
• • • •
The termite’s private life is such
That no one likes him overmuch,
And all the OPA’s agree
He’s almost life’s high luxury.
• • • •
RUTH
ROB6RT
The first clock to divide the day
WARRICK* RYAN
was a stone shaft. Its shadow
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS
Directed by RAY ENRIGHT
mewed slowly along opposite the sun
Screen rtuv bv Aben Kondel ond Worren DuR
. . . .
Teacher:
“
Willie,
tell me what
EXTRA!
animal has very strong limbs, can
J run fast, a fierce temper, bushy
I hair and wears pads?”
) ITLfc
Willie; “A football player.”

feRMIEII
to IVOD
Major

I

■o/P

Despite wartime scarcities —Sealtest Ice Cream quality is outstand

Silling

ing in every market where it is sold. We invite your comparison.

KE CREAM
Grnrrtl let Crtnm Corporation—Division of National Dain Products Corporation

DON T MISS JOAN DAVIS IN INI SIAlTIST VIUAOI STORt PROCRAM, THURSDAYS, 1:30 P. M

LATEST NEWS
TODAY
BETTE DAVIS in
“OLD ACQUAINTANCE**

CHARLES HENRY SLEEPER
Charles H. Sleeper, 76. retired
plumber and heating contractor,
tiled Saturday following a
long
period cf failing health. He was
born in Bangor and came to Rock
land in 1893. He was associated
loi many years with his brother,
Silas N Sleeper, under the firm
name Of Sleeper Brothers. The
business way ^inducted many years
at 245 Main street. Several years
ago. his brother retired from the
business, and Mr. Sleeper continued
the business under the same name
ond With the shop at 14 Water
street.
Mr. Sleeper was a member of
Rockland Lodge, FA.M.. ler 30
years. He never married. There
are no survivors.
Services were in Russell Funeral
Heme yesterday aftcrncon with
Rev. Jchn Smith Iziwe, officiating.
Interment was in Sea View’ ceme
tery.
r/WTfNG
I'CLLARS

pfJP*
row own
ft.? FIGHTING

Ice

cream

again

in

So Maine lobsters travel to Texas!
And were boi^d and served hot at
Fort Worth lor officers of the Air
Corps, 'Kerr-’ lobsters are good
travelers and California sends for
them and serves them in a Holly
wood Canteen.

BUY MFME

JUST

Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S.,
With 406 Members, Starts
On a New Year

THINK

Mrs. Golden H Munro was elect
ed worthy matron of Golden Rod
Chapter, OE.S. at the annual
meeting Friday night. Other offi
cers elected were: Dr. Lloyd M.
Richardson, worthy patren; Miss
Flcra’J. Savage, associate matron;
William E Kester, associate patron;
Mrs. Clara S. Watts, secretary;
Mrs. Millie F. Thomas, treasurer;
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson, conduc
tress; Mrs. Virginia Chatto. asso
ciate conductress; Miltcn M. Grif
fin, Mrs. Florence Philbrook and
Miss Katherine A. Veazie, finance
committee.
A semi-public installation will be
held Jan. 26 at 8 15 p. m., with the
retiring matron. Miss Katherine
A. Veazie as installing officer. She
will be assisted by Robert E. Pen
dleton, retiring worthy patron:
Mrs. Marjorie Cummings as mar
shal, and Mrs. Doris Jordan as
chaplain.
Mrs. Watts, secretary, reported
that the membership at the end of
the year was 4C6, exactly the same
number as last year. Twenty-five
w’ere initiated during the year, one
became a member by affiliation and
one was restored to membership
There were 16 deaths; four demitted and1 seven suspended.
Mrs. Thomas, treasurer, reported
that the financial condtiion is gcod
and that there was a substantial
gain in the balnace cn hand. Upon
recommendation of finance com
mittee the chapter voted to pur
chase live shares of the stock of
the Mascnic Temple Association.
Ralph U. Clark, committee on
resolutions, presented memorials
for Miss Jennie Packard and Mrs.
Hester Chase
It was announced that Miss
Katherine A Veazie. the retiring
matron, had been invited to be a
page at the May session of the
Grand Chapter to be held' in Lew
iston. Miss Veazie, member of
board cf directors of the Masonic
Temple Association, gave a brief
report of the corporation.
Miss Veazie, closing a most suc
cessful year as matron, has been
a member of Golden Rod Chapter
16 years, having joined when at
tending the University of Maine.
During that time she has held
offices ten years. She is a former
secretary of the Knox County
Field Day Asscciaticn.
Her farewell address was cleverly
worked out in verse.
Mrs. Munro, who heads the or
ganization for 1944, has beei/ a
member since 19*19 and since 1931
has held various offices.
Supper was served preceding the
meeting. This was in charge of
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd and Mrs.
Fred T. Veazie. Seventy-five were
present.

This past summer AtnerIra experienced it a irornt
epidemic of infantile paralyaia In many years

Think —

of our tremendous
war production and of how infantile
paralysis, had it not been countered,
might have sabotaged that war pro*
duet ion.

Think —

how your dimes and
dollars contributed to the Annual
Appeals of The National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis helped cheek
the epidemic threat to our vital war
effort.

Think —

how the greatest
minds and skills in medicine eoped
with the epidemic; how supplies, hos
pital equipment, respirators, appa
ratus of all kinds were rushed to
the stricken areas so that all victims,
rich or poor, regardless of age, racer
creed or color could have adequate
hospital and medical care.

Think —

again of the magni
ficent job your dimes and dollars
have done in fighting this disease
this past summer.

Think—what

1944 may bring
. . ,.we do not know. But we do know
that we need your help to win this
battle. This is your fight—a fight fdr
all of the human benefits svmbolizetl
in the Stars and Stripes. Then—

Fight tnfantite
Paralysis

Now!

f.tend your Dimes and Dollars
to President Roosevelt at The
White House so that all our chil
dren of Today may hare a hap
pier and healthier Tomorrow.

JOIN THE

MARCH of RIMES
JANVAHY 14-31

ALICE LEO FREEMAN

Word has been received here of
the death Jan. 15 of Mrs. Gardner
Freeman, the former Alice Leo, in
the home of her daughter in North
Hollywood, Calif., where .she had
been ill since Christmas.
Mrs. Freeman was a native of
Rcckland, daughter of the late
Capt. Joseph and Mrs. Alma M.
Leo. The early years of her life
were spent here. She went West
at the time of hcr^ marriage. Sur
viving are her husband, two daugh
ters, Mrs. Clifford Doolittle of
North Hollywood, and Mrs. C. E.
Drew of Huntirfgton Park, Calif.;
three grandchildren, two sisters
Mrs. H. C. Richards, Park street,
Camden; and Mrs. Edward Petzold
of Plainfield. N. J . and a brother
John H. Leo cf Phoiladelphia.

*

Witt BONDS-STAMPS

TAKE PART
OF YOUR

Uh lit

WEEKEND
SALE
ONE PLAID I OAT—size 10
years; was 10.95; new ..
$5.00

ONE COAT AND LEGGING
SET—size 4 years; was
17.95; new ..................... 59.93
TWO-PIECE SNOW SUIT—
size 4; was 13X0; now ... $8.00
ONE-PIECE SNOW SUIT—
size 2 years was 6.98; now $4.98
SANITARY CRIB SHEETS—
27x36 and 18x27; were 59c;
now ..................................... 25c
CRIB CASES—were 25c; now 19c
POLO SHIRTS—size 12 years;

were 1.25; now .................... 75c

TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
Adults 25c; Children 11c
TWO BIG PICTURES

“CRIME DOCTOR’S
STRANGEST CASE”
Also

“ONCE UPON A
HONEYMOON”
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY’
ANN SOTHERN, JAMES CRAIG

‘SWING SHIFT

MAISIE’
COMING SOON

CROCKETT’S

WAR STAMPS’
and 00 YOUR PART

HOME’

BABY SHOP
LIMEROCK ST..

ROCKLAND

STYLE GOES
*
TO YOUR

HEAD
You don’t have a lot of time
to bother with your hair. Let ds
style it in a flattering way . . .
for an all-occasion well-groomed
appearance.

PERMANENTS
$5, $6, $7, $8
Three Expert Beauticians

‘LASSIE COME
W \T( II FOR DATE

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

Under New Officers

MEN
BUY M>W

a a a a

Hurrah!
England.

a a a a

FRO-JOY

Lieut. Preston B. Rand, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred A. Rand of Bangor
and Miss Deborah Isabelle Drinkwater. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Edward Drinkwater. Sr., of Brewer,
were married Dec. 20 in the First
Methodist Church at Brewer. Rev.
Jesse Kendcrdine. minister, formeily pastor cf the Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church in Rockland,
reading the double riing service.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a gown of white
satin and chiffon, embroidered with
pearl butterflies. The fitted satin
bodice had a sweetheart neckliine
and the chiffon full skirt was
fashioned with a long court train
Her fingertip veil of bridal illusion,
with lace inserts, was caught to a
coronet cf lace and orange blossoms,
and she carried a bride’s prayerbook, adorn'd with a cymbid'.um
and Joanna Hill ro^es tied witih a
white satin bow and streamers.
Mi s Vivian M. Drinkwater, sis
ter of the bride, was maid of honor.
She wore a gown of light blue
taffeta fashioned along princess
lines with sweetheart neckline and
three-quarter length sleeves. Her
matching shoulder-length veiil was
caught to a coronet of darker blue
velvet flowers. She carried an arm
bouquet of pink roses.
The bridesmaids were Miss Pearl
A. Carruthers and Mrs. Robert I
Rowe; flower girl was Betty Ann
Drinkwater; the ring bearer was
Master Richard Drinkwater; A. Al
bert. Rand of South Portland was
best man and the ushers were Don
ald Graffam, Frederick Leonard
and John Webster.
Following the ceremony a recep
tion wsa held in the vestry. Lieut,
and Mrs. Rand wiil Ibe at home in
San Diego. Calif . where the bride
groom is tationed with the Marine
Fleet at Camp Eliot,
The bride graduated from Brewer
High Sell ml in 1910 and from the
University of Maine in Dec. 1943.
She is a member oi Phi Mu Sorority.
Lieut. Rand graduated from Bangor
High School in 1939 and from the
University of Maine in May. 1943.
He is a member of Sigma Chi fra
ternity. During the Summer of
1942 he was employed at the ToddBath shipyards in South Portland.
He is now .'econd lieutenant in the
U. S. Marine Corps.
The parents of the bride were
former residents or Rockland and
have a cottage at Cushing.
Mr
Drinkwater, at on time, was aiderman in Ward Two. Mrs. Drink
water was file former Hattie Seavey.

GILBERTS

BEAUTY

SALON

375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
PHONE 142
86Ttf
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Sir*

DIVE BOMBING—The biggest,
most powerful, toughest—and the
Navy says the best—dive bomber
In the world has gone into action.
It’s the Helldiver. And it puts
U. S. aviation right back at the
top in a field it pioneered then
later neglected.
The Germans claim credit for
“inventing" dive bombing, but
don’t believe them. One day early
in 1929, a small band of Marines
was besieged by a large force of
Nicaraguan guerillas when out of
the sky plunged three Marine
planes to dive bomb and rout the
enemy. That was the first record
ed use of the technique. Its crea
tion is popularly credited to Major
L. H. M. Sanderson. The Germans
got the idea later when the Mar
ine demonstrated dive bombing at
the air races in Chicago.
COMPETITION UPHELD—An
other voice was added to those
favoring competition on post-war

CUSHING
Residents are asked to collect and
save all waste paper, preparatory to
a drive to be held not later than
May.
Orpha Killeran R. N of Maine
General Hospital in Lewiston, was at
home for a few’ days the past week
T Sgt. Beverly C. Geyer who has
been visiting his grandparents, Mr.

iand Mrs. B S Geyer, and his' "Bobby" Edson who has been with when his father’s leave has expired.
mother Mrs. S. A Miller in i his grandmother,
Mrs.
MaryThomaston. is to report to a rest Robbins Tor some time, is now in
UNION
camp in New Jersey, Jan 19 for a! Washington, D. C. to visit his
Edith
A
Overlock
of Razorfew months, after which he will be I parents. Brig. Gen. and Mrs. Merritt
i assigned to governmental work | Edson during his father’s leave I ville recently visited for three
: elsewhere.
there. Gen. Edson has been in the weeks at Jchn Howard's. She is
Mrs. Riley Davis who is ill. has j South Pacific lor several mouths new in Augusta for a few months.
been moved to the home of her j with the Marines and there distinparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston guished himself for gallantry in Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Creamer
action. "Bobby” will return here
*3 00 A. VPA*

A

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

St Petersburg. Fla. Dec 27
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. William Todd of Rockland
and Crescent Beach was elected
mayor of the Southward Ho trailer
colony last week and her picture
appears in the Dec. 26 edition of
the St Petersburg Times. When
this correspondent sought infor
mation as to w’hat the duties of the
mayor of a trailor camp were, he
learned that they were similar to
the duties of the mayor of a small
city which, in fact "Southward Ho"
camp is. The Southward Ho camp
ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PFZZLK
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Any Other Store In New England

PIVE 0O*AB6R'5
fOLPEP ABOARP SHIP, ARE LOCKEP IM
FLV1MG POSITION By A DEVICE so 5TR0fi6
IT RESISTS A ONE AT MORE TRAM
7100 Maes PEP HOUR .'

international air routes recently
when the National Association of
Manufacturers gave its support to
that principle. Previously, cham
bers of commerce in many states
By the Pupils
and cities had given their en
dorsements.
That is significant because those
What is perhaps a room record for manager, Betty Holmes; assistants. organizations represent the busi
R.H.S. was established by the Christine Newhall. Fred E. Allen; ness leaders of their communities.
are, those men have all
Senior home room, Mr. Bowden, literary. Jo Look; alumni, Ruth Em Chances
had to meet stiff competition in
teacher, this week when a total of ery: jokes, Charles Seaman; girls’ their own work. Apparently they
bonds and stamps amounting to individual write-ups, Ruth McMa are convinced that such competi
hon, .Shelby Glendenning; boys’ In tion has helped them and Ameri
$801.20 wrs sold.
business, else they would not
• • • •
dividual write-ups. Morton Estes can
be so eager to keep it alive. The
Elmer Lufkin, '40, of the Mer Richard Stevens; circulation, Ral- sixteen domestic airlines which
chant Marine, visited school Tues van Welker; exchange. Mary Stud- favor competition on overseas
point out that the legal
day.
ley; activities, Pauline Havener: routes
right to compete has always been
• • • •
pictures. Louise Veazie; girls' ath the base on which American en
Junior High Assembly had Rev. letics. Gloria Witham; boys’ ath terprise has flourished.
Armin Gesswein as speaker Wed letics, Reginald Withington.
AIR AMBITIONS—S ome 211
companies and individuals, scat
nesday morning Billy Hoyt, the
• • • •
tered throughout nearly all the
singer, assisted. The speaker was
Air minded puppils from Room 6 states filed applications in 1943
introduced by Rev J. Charles Mac are much interested in an Air-o- for new air routes, a year-end
Donald. Devotions were led by Ma Trainer brought to school by Cress-* tabulation shows. Among the
most hopeful are North Caro
lian Tracy.
well Gamache.
linians, with six petitions.
• • • •
• • • •
Indicating the variety of
Twelve new tables arc being made
An airplane engine, B. Type-mo thoughts on the future of avia
tion are some of the uses proposed
for the noon luncheons served in
tor, has arrived for use by the aero —delivery of packages from de
the gym. Mrs. Dorman's dinners
nautics classes.
partment stores by helicopter,
grow increasingly mere popular.
e • • •
long distance furniture moving,
Wednesday she served this menu:
The Rockland Junior High School helicopter ambulance and hearse
service.
Fricassee Chicken
basketball team toppled the Fresh
Mashed Potato
Mashed Turnip men of Thomaston High last Tues
Hot Roll and Butter
day for the second time this season one could get a gcod sandwich
Gingerbread, Pudding Sauce
b ya score cf 19 to 15 at Thomaston. there for $1. We found him good
Bottle of Milk
The Thomaston team made a great company but his geography was
• • • •
screwy.
The first meeting of the Junior comeback in the late minutes but
He asked me where I came from
In previous
Librarians’ Club was held in the our defense held.
and
w’hen I told him "Maine,’’ he
library Thursday with Mrs. Pitts games. Rockland Junior High beat beamed. "That’s funny” he said
acting as president. Twenty-nine the Thomaston High J. V.’s in a "I was out with a weman who lives
junior girls attended the meeting hard fought game, 17-13, on Dec. in Maine last night. She had a
and the following officers were elect 12, and the Thomastcn Freshmen. little trouble up at the dog track.
ed: President, Lois Benner; vice 21-8 on Dec. 17. In another game Young fellow she was with bet her
president. Florence Knight; secre on Jan, 7, Rcckland Junior High money for her and didn’t give her all
tary. Faythe Long; treasurer. Joanne swamped a Rockland Freshman her winnings. I figure he got away
Horne. Mary Lou Duff and Lor team 45-13.
with $48 before she got wise That’s
The team:
raine Iott were elected as Tellers
how
I met her. She lives on At
for this meeting—Faythe Long, sec Chaples, rf ........................ rf. Spear water street. Maybe you know her
CbnneUan, If .................... If. Walsh
retary.
E. Bartlett, c ....... A........... c. Holden — Name was Bascome"—
• • • •
"Mrs Bascome of Atwater street,
Mrs. Eleanor Cote Howard has A. Bartlett, rg ............... rg, Hanley
Maine?
” I asked. "Yeah, bout 45 or
been substituting for Mrs. Jillson Marsh. Ig ........................... ig. Kaler
50
years
old I should say.” ‘‘You’ll
—P Sulides.
this week.
•
•
•
•
• * • 0
have to be a little more definite
Erik Lundin has transferred to | The annual Latin party will be than that,” 1 told him. "After all
held Friday, Jan 21, at 3.45 p. m. Maine is a pretty big State."
the Portland schools.
• • • •
The entertainment will consist of
Mac looked blank for a mument
The Cauldron staff for 1944 is as1 songs in Latin, stories and a one- and than he looked a bit foolish
follows:
Editor-in-chief. Elaine act. play. Re'reshments will be "I’ll buy the drinks" he said. We’ve
Poust; assistant, Joyce Mitche’l: served and the initiation of Sopho got a place out near Detroit called
business manager Elsie No’ton; as mores into the Latin Club will take Maine. “Naturally I thought you
sistant. Betty Dolliver; advertising place during the program.
came from there”—
What'.- the answer to that one?
is
one
of
tiie
largest
in
St.
Peters

I
don't know. Maybe the Maine
Down In St. Pete
burg and is located on Fifth Avenue Publicity Bureau might hare some
North It has well laid out streets .teas on the subject.

“Mayor”—Detroit Man’s
Hazy Ideas About Maine

of DIMES

Give Her

America's No. 1 Sweetheart, Mary Pickford, has an extra slice of bacon
with her eggs these mornings. The Government is now compensating
patriotic women like Mary, with two brown ration points for every
pound of salvaged fat. Miss Pickford has been saving inedible fats
for the Government since she first learned that used household fat
was desperately needed to produce vital products and by products used
in the manufacture of munitions and life saving military medicinals.
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SCOTT Furriers Sells
MORE Fur Coats

•PLANE FACTS

Rockland
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ENJOY THE
FAMOUS SCOTT

UNIQUE PAYMENT

PLAN
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TRADE IN
YOUR OLD
FUR COAT
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE

*99

$■

TAX INCLUDED

149
TAX INCLUDED

✓

*179

G. H. R.

under spreading trees, trailer plots
witii paved patios,
good street
*
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
lighting and all the facilities for
dwelling comfort and enjoyment in
cluding a large recreation hall,
shuffleboard courts etc. The job of WHEN A COLD MAKES YOU
mayor in this park, is a real and
important one.
Tire Reed family were guests of
the Thomas Dreier's for Christmas
dinner at the Detroit Hotel In
cluded in the party were Mr. and
Mrs. I.ane and Mr and Mrs. Black
wood Mr. Lane for a pAiod of
several years was manager of the
Samoset Hotel in Rockland and Mr
Blackwood managed the Bethel
House for many seasons. Both
couples are regular Winter residents RESPAMOL is sooth
ing to raspy, irri
of St. Pete.
tated throats... helps
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird left relieve coughing
spasms due to colds
New York Dec. 23 heading for Coral ...
aids in loosening
Gables and giving St. Pete a wide and bringing up
No sugar... I.
berth. Mr. Bird is interested in phlegm.
it’s safe for diabetics. “
methods and means by which he No narcotics ... it’s non-habit-forming;
suitable for young and old.
can acquire the privilege of living in
Tike RESPAMOL as directed on the
his cwn house at Coral Gables, the label, and if you don’t get prompt relief,
present tenants orf said house having consult your physician.
Guarantee ; Tour druggist will refund
evinced a disinclination to move
full price if you are not satisfied.
A fellow- named McCormics (just
call me Mac) joined our twosome on
the third tee at Clarks Sunset
Golf Course today and finished the
first nine in our company. Mac
\nru II IIj
said he came from Detroit and that
Makers of Ungufnltne

SCOTT SUPER-BILT
FUR COAT!

$•

TAX INCLUDED

199

TAX INCLUDED

MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

/

NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS
SILVERTONE DYED MUSKRATS
DYED SKUNKS MUSKRATS

SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

BEAVER DYED CONEYS

Remember!
Two Days Only!

SILVER DYED FOXES

GREY-DYED BOMBAY LAMBS

LET-OUT RACCOONS
BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS

SKUNK DYED OPOSSUMS

—AT—

SEAL DYED CONEYS

CUTLER’S

BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

NATURAL SQUIRRELS
PLATINUM DYED NORWEGIAN FOXES

NATURAL ASSEMBLED GREY PERSIANS

ROCKLAND, ME.

I

